The World Meteorological Organization

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO), of which 181'" States and Territories are Members, is a
specialized agency of the United Nations. The purposes of the Organization are:
(a) To facilitate world-wide cooperation in the establishment of networks of stations for the making of
meteorological observations as well as hydrological and other geophysical observations related to meteorology,
and to promote the establishment and maintenance of centres charged with the provision of meteorological and
related services;
(b) To promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for the rapid exchange of meteorological and
related information;
(c) To promote standardization of meteorological and related observations and to ensure the uniform publication of observations and statistics;
(d) To further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, water problems, agriculture and other
human activities;
(e) To promote activities in operational hydrology and to further close cooperation between Meteorological and
Hydrological Services; and
(f) To encourage research and training in meteorology and, as appropriate, in related fields and to assist in
coordinating the international aspects of such research and training.
(Convention ofthe World Meteorological Organization, Article 2)

The Organization consists of the following:
The World Meteorological Congress, the supreme body of the Organization, brings together the delegates of
Members once every four years to determine general policies for the fulfilment of the purposes ofthe Organization,
to approve long-term plans, to authorize maximum expenditures for the following financial period, to adopt Technical
Regulations relating to international meteorological and operational hydrological practice, to elect the President and
Vice-Presidents of the Organization and members ofthe Executive Council and to appoint the Secretary-General;
The Executive Council, composed of36 directors of national Meteorological or Hydrometeorological Services, meets
at least once a year to review the activities of the Organization and to implement the programmes approved by
Congress;
The six regional associations (Africa, Asia, South America, North and Central America, South-West Pacific and
Europe), composed of Members, coordinate meteorological and related activities within their respective Regions;
The eight technical commissions, composed of experts designated by Members, study matters within their specific
areas of competence (technical commissions have been established for basic systems, instruments and methods of
observation, atmospheric sciences, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural meteorology, marine meteorology,
hydrology, and climatology);
The Secretariat, headed by the Secretary-General, serves as the administrative, documentation and information
centre of the Organization. It prepares, edits, produces and distributes the publications ofthe Organization, carries
out the duties specified in the Convention and other Basic Documents and provides secretariat support to the work
ofthe constituent bodies ofWMO described above.
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The cover shows hurricane Luis in the Caribbean as seen from the GOES-8 satellite. The 1995 Atlantic hurricane season featured 19 tropical storms,
11 of which became hurricanes. This was the second largest number of storms observed in any hurricane season since records began in 1871
(see pp. 15 and 21) (NOAAlNESDIS)

The achievements of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) during its 45 years of existence have
enhanced its unique position and role in addressing the
world's environmental concerns. This capability was
highlighted during the fiftieth anniversary celebrations
of the United Nations.
The Twelfth World Meteorological Congress
(May-June 1995) reaffirmed the importance of WMO's
contributions to Members in the implementation of
national development plans and regional and global
strategies in support of sustainable development in
areas such as climate change, natural disaster mitigation, particularly in the context of the International
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, water resources
management and environmental monitoring.
Congress, recognizing that the period ahead would be
one of financial stringency, adopted the Fourth Longterm Plan for the decade 1996-2005 and a budget of
SFR 255 million for the years 1996-1999.
Scientific evidence , contained in the Second
Assessment Report of the WMOIUNEP Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), confirmed that
human activities have had a discernible impact on the
global climate and are projected to alter regional and
global climate and affect the socio-economic development
of nations. The IPCC conclusions emphasized the urgent
need for WMO and national Meteorological and
Hydrological Services (NMHSs) to continue monitoring
climate and providing scientific advice to policy-makers
dealing with issues such as the implementation of the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the
International Convention to Combat Desertification.
WMO's role as the lead agency in the "Climate
Agenda" marks a first step towards integrating international climate-related programmes more effectively. A
new Climate Information and Prediction Services
(CLIPS) project is designed to ensure that climate products based on information on past climate, current
anomalies and future predictions are available to all
users.
WMO is contributing to the 1996 review ofthe atmosphere and ocean and all kinds of seas by the UN
Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) and,
following a request by CSD, is preparing, in collaboration

with UNESCO and other agencies, a comprehensive
assessment of the world's freshwater resources for
consideration by the UN General Assembly in 1997. The
World Hydrological Cycle Observing System (WHYCOS),
a WMO initiative supported by the World Bank, will
improve the collection, dissemination and use of highquality, standardized and consistent hydrological data
and related information.
Congress agreed that technical cooperation activities
should be enhanced and further harmonized with those
of the Regional Programme. It also provided guidance for
strengthening manpower development to assist NMHSs
in their capacity-building efforts.
A major outcome of Congress was the adoption of a
new practice committing WMO to broadening and
enhancing the free and unrestricted international
exchange of meteorological data and products.
The WMO International Conference on Meteorological and Hydrological Technology and its Management, METEOHYTEC-21, offered a unique opportunity
for WMO Members and representatives of industrial and
private sectors, scientific institutions and academia to
exchange views on issues concerning the use of new, high
technology for improving meteorological and hydrological
services.
During the year, the total membership of WMO
increased to 181 with the admission of Cook Islands, the
Federated States of Micronesia and Western Samoa as
Members of the Organization.
An important milestone for the Organization was the
laying of the foundation stone of the new WMO Headquarters building. The construction of the building is
both timely and appropriate in the light ofthe increased
demands on the Organization.
As we look to the future, I am confident that with
concerted efforts and continued goodwill, we shall meet
the demands and challenges now and in the next
century.

~-(G. O. P. Obasi)
Secretary -General

WMO's membership increased with
the accession to the WMO Convention of three new Members from the
South Pacific, namely: Cook Islands,
the Federated States of Micronesia
and Western Samoa. At the end of
1995, the Organization comprised
176 Member States and five Member
Territories.
Efforts are made to support new
Members; one such example was the
organization of a donors' conference
for the benefit of new Members from
central and eastern Europe (see
p.44).
Undoubtedly, the highlight of the
year was the Twelfth World Meteorological Congress, where delegates
adopted the budget of the Organization for the period 1996-1999,

e lected the President and VicePresidents of WMO, as well as the
members of the Executive Council,
re-appointed the Secretary-General,
approved the Fourth Long-term Plan
(1996-2005) and gave directions for
the further development of WMO
programmes and activities (see also
pp.4-6).

UN and the follow-up to UNCED
The year 1995 marked the fiftieth
anniversary of the United Nations
(UN50). The occasion offered an
opportunity for WMO to promote its
activities within the context of the
UN system.
WMO contributed to the sixth and
seventh sessions of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee to

elaborate an International Convention to Combat Desertification (see
p.8).

At the first session of the Conference of the Parties (COP-1) to the
UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (Berlin , MarchApril 1995), the Secretary-General
highlighted WMO's contributions
and stressed its continued commitment to the implementation of the
UNFCCC. A Special Report to the
conference, prepared by the WMO/
UNEP Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), was distributed. More information is given in
the following chapter.
WMO has been assisting in the
preparations for the Second UN
Conference on Human Settlements;

NEW WMO HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
A special ceremony to lay the foundation stone of the new WMO
Headquarters building, located at Avenue de la Paix, in Geneva, took
place on 30 May 1995 immediately after the opening of the Twelfth
World Meteorological Congress.
Some 600 people, including WMO Secretariat staff, attended the
ceremony. Among the many prestigious guests were HE Mrs Ruth
Dreifuss, Federal Councillor and representative of the Federal
Government of Switzerland and Mr Olivier Vodoz, President of the
Government of the Republic and Canton of Geneva, as well as delegates to Twelfth Congress, representatives of the United Nations and
other international organizations and members of the diplomatic corps.
HE Mrs Dreifuss and Mr Vodoz joined Professor Obasi, SecretaryGeneral, and Mr Zou Jingmeng, President of WMO, in laying the
foundation stone. Documents of importance in the life of the
Organization were deposited in a box which was subsequently sealed
inside the foundation stone.
The event was an important landmark in the history of the
Organization. The commissioning of the new building bears witness to
the confidence of WMO Members in the future of the Organization and
signifies their commitment to work in partnership for the further development of WMO's scientific and technical programmes.
Construction began towards the end of 1995; the building is
expected to be completed in 1998.
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Professor G. 0. P Obasi, Secretary-General of WMO, lays the foundation stone of the new WMO Headquarters building. Behind him (from
left to right) are Mr Olivier Vodoz and HE Mrs Ruth Oreifuss
(WMO/Bianco)

POLICY-RELATED
MEETINGS

new and improved services, without
n ecessarily increasing budget allocations or manpower (see box on p. 19).

Date and place

Title

Water resources

31 Jan.-4 Feb.
Beijing and
Sanya, China

Bureau - thirtysecond session

29 May
Geneva

Bureau - thirty-third
session

29 May
Geneva

Financial Advisory
Committeefourteenth session

30 May-21 June
Geneva

Twelfth World
Meteorological
Congress

22-23 June
Geneva

Executive Council forty-seventh
session

27-29 September
Geneva

Meeting of Presidents of Technical
Commissions

WMO and the UN Economic Commission for Africa convened a
Conference on Water Assessment in
Africa, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia ,
from 20 to 25 March (see also p. 35).
It was attended by over 140 senior
representatives of water-resources
monitoring and assessment agencies,
policy- and decision-makers, water
engineers and hydrologist s from 41
Mrican countries, as well as represe ntative s of internati onal riverbasin authorities of regional bodies,
non-governmental organizations, aid
agencies and UN bodies.
In March 1995, WMO and t h e
World Bank signed an agreement for
an amo unt of US $1. 7 million to
initiate the Mediterranean H ydrological Cycle Observing System, a
component of WHYCOS (see p. 34).

Ozone monitoring
its contributions relate to meteorology, including urban climatology,
operational hydrology and disaster
rnitigation. The conference will take
place in Istanbul , Turkey, in June
1996.

Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change
The eleventh session of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change took place in Rome , Italy, in
December 1995. The purpose of the
meeting was to review and adopt the
IPCC's Second Assessment Report
which includes a Synthesis Report
and three summari es for policymakers (see following chapter).

High technology

Analyses of data from WMO's GAW
ozone observing stations indicated
that, in February 1995, there were
m ajor ozone defici encies of more
than ten per cent in northern middle
latitudes reaching an unprecedented
35 per cent over Siberia. In
November, analyses showed that the
Antarctic "ozone hole" event of 1995
was the longest on record.
The changing ozone layer, a WMO/
UNEP booklet, was issued as a contribution to the UN50 celebrations.
A special poster "Our planet is at
risk!" was prepared to mark the first
celebration of the UN International

Day for the Preservation of th e
Ozone Layer on 16 September 1995.
In 1995 , Drs Paul J . Crutzen
(Netherlands), F. Sherwood Rowland
(USA) and Mario Molina (USA) were
awarded the prestigious Nobe l
Chemistry Prize in recognition of
their pioneering work on the state of
the ozone layer. All three scientists
h ave participated in WMO activities.

World Meteorological Day 1995
and information activities
The th eme of World Meteorological
Day - Public Weather Services was chosen to highlight the activities
of "front-line workers" in national
Meteorologica l and Hydrological
Services, who day in day out provide
valuab le weath er se rvic es to t h e
public. An information kit, including
a booklet On the Front Line: Public
Weather Services and a poster, was
widely distributed.
During a special ceremony organized by the Secretariat, Mr Bill Giles,
OBE, se nior weatherman at the
BBC Weather Centre in London, and
Mr Fran<;ois Fandeux, weath er presenter with the French TV channel
TF1 and Eurosport in Par is spoke
about their experiences in preparing
and presenting weather forecast s on
television.
Meteorologists fr om South-East
Asia and the Pacific participated in a
workshop on the practical aspects of
presenting the weather on television.
A team from th e BBC Weather
Centre took participants (see photos
below ) s t e p by step through the
complex procedures from preparing
forecasts to facing the camera with
the finished product.

Participants at the Training Workshop on Public Weather Services with Particular Emphasis on TV
Weather Presentation and Communication Skills (Singapore, April-May 1995)

A WMO International Conference on
Meteoro logical and Hydrological
Technology and its Management,
METEOHYTE C 21, was h eld in
Geneva in May 1995 together with a
technical exhibition. At a time wh en
the re s ource s of many national
Meteorolo gical and Hydro lo gical
Services (NMHSs ) are stagnant or,
in some cases, have been reduced ,
the conference assisted in identifYing
more cost-effective ways of providing
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TWELFTH WORLD METEOROLOGICAL CONGRESS
The Twelfth World Meteorological World Climate Programme
Congress took place at the Geneva
International Conference Centre Congress endorsed the Climate
from 30 May to 21 June 1995. There Agenda, a document which provides
were 556 participants from 156 Mem- an integrating framework for interber countries, six representatives of national climate-related activities,
five non-Member countries and 45 and identified further action to
representatives of 29 international enhance inter-agency coordination
organizations. Many distinguished on climate-related issues.
guests and guest speakers were
A new Climate Information and
Prediction Services (CLIPS) Project
present at the opening ceremony.
was adopted and its development
World Weather Watch
will be given high priority (see p. 24).
Programme
Congress agreed on the need to
Congress reaffirmed the importance establish a consensus on scientific
ofthe World Weather Watch (WWW) priorities for the World Climate
as the basic programme of WMO Research Programme that would
through which support is provided to satisfy policy-makers and governall WMO and WMO-sponsored pro- ments. Members were urged to
grammes. Congress gave highest maintain the observing systems set
priority to further development of up during the TOGA project to
provide data for El Nino predictions
the WWW, particularly as regards:
• Assisting developing countries to and to serve the purposes of the
obtain the minimum operational Global Climate Observing System
capability to meet national needs (GCOS).
Inter-agency arrangements for
and international responsibilities;
• The integration of key com- coordinating GCOS should be
ponents and facilities to improve strengthened in view ofthe increasthe efficiency of WWW systems ing interest and involvement of
governments.
and operations;
• The introduction of new technoAtmospheric Research and
logy and techniques.
Activities under the Tropical Environment Programme
Cyclone Programme will be intensi- WMO's coordinating role in activities
fied and accelerated in support of the related to sustainable development
International Decade for Natural was likely to become more extensive
Disaster Reduction (lDNDR).
and complex. Within the Global

APPOINTMENT AND
ELECTIONS
Congress appointed the Secretary-General
and elected the President and three Vice·
Presidents of the Organization for the
forthcoming four-year period. It also elected 26
members of the Executive Council. A list of
members of the Council is given in
Annex II.

(photos: WMO/Bianco)
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Professor G. 0. P Obasi was appointed
Secretary-General of the Organiza tion by
acclamation for the period 1996-1999

Mr Zou Jingmeng, Administrator, China
Meteorological Administration, served as
President of WMO from 29 May 1987 to
21 June 1995 (WMO/Bianco)

Atmosphere Watch, high priority
should be given to enhancing data
quality and availability as well as
global coverage, especially in areas
where changes are expected.

Applications of Meteorology
Programme
.~-Activities under the four components
of the Applications of Meteorology
Programme would be strengthened,
in particular as regards:
• The Public Weather Services Programme, where enhancing the
capacity of NMSs . to provide
weather services to the public
would receive attention;
• The Agricultural Meteorology
Programme, where special

Or John W. Zil/man, Director of the Bureau of
Meteorology of Australia, was unanimously
elected President of the Organization
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attention would be given to the
implementation of the International Convention to Combat
Desertification;
• The Aeronautical Meteorology
Programme, where training
related to the WAFS satellite
broadcasts and the use of
advanced technology was of
importance;
• The Marine Meteorology and
Associated Oceanographic Activities Programme, where, in collaboration with IOC and other
bodies, strong support would be
given to the Integrated Global
Ocean Services System and to
the Global Ocean Observing
System.

Hydrology and Water Resources
Programme
Major activities within the Programme should be the development,
with other agencies, of the World
Hydrological Cycle Observing System, the promotion of monitoring
and assessment of water resources
activities and contributions to
the comprehensive assessment of
water resources requested by the
UN Commission on Sustainable
Development.

Education and Training
Programme
The major thrusts of the Programme
should be directed towards capacity
building for sustainable development

Mr C. E. Berridge, Coordinating Director,
Caribbean Meteorological Organization, was
elected First Vice-President
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Twelfth Congress at work (WMO/Bianco)

and increasing capability in using
the results of applied technology to
enable Members to participate
actively in, and benefit from, WMO's
programmes.

Suitably located subregional offices
might contribute to resource
mobilization and to the implementation of WMO programmes in the
Regions.

Technical Cooperation
Programme

Financial matters

The Programme was considered
essential for the full implementation
ofWMO's activities. Congress agreed
that the core staff in the Technical
Cooperation Department would be
funded from the regular budget for
the period 1996-1999. The activities
of the Technical Cooperation and
Regional Programmes should be
harmonized in order to ensure
increased support to Members.

Or N. Sen Roy, Director-General of
Meteorology of India, was elected Second
Vice-President

Congress authorized a maximum
expenditure of SFR 255 million for
the twelfth financial period, including provisions for the new WMO
Headquarters building.
A scale of assessment of contributions was adopted for the twelfth
financial period, which would move
progressively closer to that of the
United Nations by 1999. The minimum rate of assessment of 0.02 per
cent was retained.

Or Manuel Bautista, Director-General, National
Meteorological Institute of Spain, was elected
Third Vice-President
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Information and Public Affairs
High priority should be given to
enhancing the visibility of WMO
through public information and to
capacity building, in collaboration
with national Meteorological and
Hydrological Services, through training seminars and workshops and in
developing communication tools and
techniques , guidelines and handbooks.

Long-term planning
Congress adopted the Fourth WMO
Long-term Plan (1996-2005), which
reflected the importance of major
issues, e.g. global environment problems and sustainable development,
requiring a dynamic response by
WMO, and requested the Executive
Council to make arrangements for
the preparation of the fifth plan.

International exchange of
meteorological data and products
A new WMO policy and practice for
the exchange of meteorological and
related data and products was
adopted. It states that Members
shall exchange on a free and unrestricted basis, data and products
that are essential for the protection
of life and property and the sustainable development of all nations,
particularly those required to
accurately d escribe and foreca st
weather and climate and support
WMO programmes. Members should

WM O ANNUAL REPORT 1995

also provide the additional data and
products required to sustain WMO
programmes at global, regional and
national levels; conditions on the reexport of such data for commercial
purposes might be justified, e.g .
national laws or production costs.
Furthermore, Members should provide to the research and education
communities, for their non-commercial activities only , free and unr es tricted access to a ll data and
products exchanged under the auspices of WMO.
Congress also adopted guidelines
for relations among national
Meteorological Services regarding
commercial activities and between
them and the commercial sector.
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"Ozone layer depletion and global
climate change: where are we now?",
by R. D. Bojkov; "Interactions of
desertification and climate", by
L. Ogallo; and "Seasonal climate prediction - Status and prospects", by
D. R. Rodenhuis. The texts of all the
lectures will be published by WMO
in due course.

Cooperation with the United
Nations and other organizations
Congress reviewed WMO's activities
in support ofthe IDNDR, the followup to UNCED, the Framework Convention on Climate Change and the
International Convention to Combat
Desertification. Its decisions are outlined in appropriate sections of this
Report.

IMO Lecture and scientific
discussions
The Eighth IMO Lecture, entitled
"Tropical cyclones", was delivered by
Professor William M. Gray. The
scientific lectures presented were:
"The status of the global warming
hypothesis", by G. A . McBean ;

METEOHYDEX-95 - Some 50 manufacturers demonstrated the most up-to-date instruments, equipment and systems used in meteoro·
logy, hydrology and related environmental sciences during METEOHYDEX-95. The exhibition took place from 31 May to 2 June and enabled
Congress delegates to familiarize themselves with the latest developments in instrumentation and related technology (photos: WMO/Bianco).
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Participants in the forty-seventh session of the Executive Council, June 1995 (WMO/Bianco)

Forty-seventh session of the
Executive Council
The forty -seventh session of t h e
Executive Council took place on 22
and 23 July, immediately after t h e
closure of Twelfth Congress, under
the chairmans hip of Dr J. W.
Zillman, newly elected President of
the Organization.
The Council established an
Advisory Group of Experts on Tech-

AWARDS CONFERRED BY
EC-XLVII
• The fortieth IMO Prize was awarded
to Dr Roman L. Kintanar (Philippines);
• The 1995 Professor Dr Vilho Vaisala
Award was conferred on Dr A. C. L.
Lee (UK) for his paper "Filtering,
sampling and information content
within satellite-derived multi-spectral
or mixed-resolution imagery";
• The winners of the 1996 Norbert
Gerbier-MUMM International Award
were Messrs M. N. Ward, C. K.
Folland, K. Maskell, D. P. Rowell and
K. B. Lane (UK) for their paper
"Experimental seasonal forecasting of
tropical rainfall at the UK Meteorological Office (1993)";
• The WMO Research Award for Young
Scientists was conferred on
Dr I. Csiszar (Hungary) for his paper
"The effect of the droplet size
distribution on the reflectivity of
boundary-layer clouds" .

nical Cooperation, which would also
supervise the Voluntary Cooperation
Programme (VCP ), with Mr C. E.
Berridge as chairman. The EC Panel
on the VCP was dissolved.
The Working Group on Long-term
Planning was re-establish ed, under
the chairmanship of Dr N. Sen Roy,
to review the WMO planning process
and coordinate the preparation of
th e Fifth Long-term Plan. Two
memb ers of the group , Dr E. W.
Friday and Mr E. A. Mukolwe, form
a task team to review the structure
ofWMO.
An EC Advisory Group on the
Exchange of Meteoro logical Data
and Related Products, with Dr M.
Bautista as chairman, was set up to
keep under review the implementation of decisions of Twelfth Congress
on data exchange.
The remaining EC panels, working groups, committees, joint bodies,
etc. , reporting to the Council were all
re-establish ed.
A review ofthe implementation of
the WMO Plan of Action for the
IDNDR, adopted by Twelfth Co ngress, should be carried out in 1996
and include preliminary plans for
WMO's involvement in natural
disaster r eduction beyond the year
2000.
The Council approved the revised
"Guidelines for advice and assistance
relate d to the planning of weather
modification activities".
The concept of the GCOS Initial
Operationa l System was endorsed.
Two issues should be addressed:
• Adequate and reliable levels of
support from sponsoring organiza-

tions and Members for the international coordination of GCOS;
• Mechanisms to permit GCOS to
present its integrated programme
of observations and data management to governments.
Th e Council approved regul ar
budget appropriations amounting to
SFR 124 400 000 for 1996-1997. It
also approved a budget of SFR 5.9
million for Secretariat support to the
Technical Cooperation Programme.
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UNCED follow-up
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Many projects and activities that
relate to UNCED follow-up, such as
monitoring and protection of the
environment, capacity building,
water resources, etc., were included
in the WMO programme and budget
for the period 1996--1999, which was
adopted by Twelfth Congress.
WMO Members are regularly
informed of significant developments
by means of briefings and the distribution of material, such as the
booklet entitled Beyond the Earth
Summit: WMO and the follow-up to
UNCED issued in 1995.

sions to 1990 levels by the year 2000.
The conference agreed that that
A major outcome of the United
commitment was only a first step
Nations Conference on Environment
towards meeting the objective of the
and Development (UNCED ) was
Convention. The "Berlin Mandate",
Agenda 21, a blueprint for action on
was therefore launched to secure
sustainable development. The Earth
new commitments on emission levels
Summit also resulted in a number of
in the post-2000 period.
international agreements, including
COP-l agreed on institutional
the UN Framework Convention on
arrangements including the functions of its permanent secretariat, its
Climate Change, ratified in 1994,
and the International Convention to
location, Bonn, Germany, and its
Combat Desertification, which was
budget and the work of its two
opened for signature in 1994.
subsidiary bodies.
WMO continues to contribute to
The arrangements between the
the Inter-Agency Committee on
UNFCCC Secretariat and the Global
Sustainable Development in the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Environment Facility (GEF), which
is operating the Convention's financoordination of UN activities related Change (UNFCCC)
to the implementation of Agenda 21, The first session of the Conference of cial "mechanism", were extended for
and in providing support to the the Parties (COP-I) to the FCCC up to four years.
UN Commission on Sustainable took place in Berlin, Germany, from
In his address to COP-I, Professor
Development (CSD).
28 March to 7 April 1995.
G. O. P. Obasi, Secretary-General of
One of the main items on the WMO, stated that:
In 1995, CSD considered land use
and desertification, forests and bio- agenda concerned the adequacy of • WMO and the national Meteorodiversity. WMO, as lead agency for commitments called for under the
logical and Hydrological Services
the World Climate Programme and Convention, whereby developed
of its Members would continue
drought monitoring, provided input countries and those with economies
their efforts to monitor, understand and predict future climate
for that session. In 1996, CSD will in transition, which are parties to
and its variability and change in
address the atmosphere and ocean the FCCC, undertake measures to
return their greenhouse gas emissupport of sustainable developand all kinds of seas.
ment programmes;
Opening ceremony of the first session of the UNFCCC Conference of the Parties, Berlin, Germany,
• WMO would continue to
28 March 1995
strengthen its climate-related
programmes, such as WCP and
GAW, as well as joint undertakings, such as GCOS and
GOOS, in order to contribute
effectively to the implementation
of the Convention; and
• WMO would continue to provide
staffing support, as required, to
the permanent secretariat of
UNFCCC.
He also urged governments to
enhance their support for climate
services, monitoring and research
activities.
Desertification Convention (lNCD)

WMO participated in both the sixth
and seventh sessions of the Inter-
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IPCC MEETINGS*
Date and place

Title

25-28 July
Geneva

IPCC WG III - third
session

18-19 September IPCC Bureau - ninth
Geneva
session
11-13 October
IPCC WG III - third
Montreal, Canada session (contd.)
16-20 October
IPCC WG II - third
Montreal, Canada session
27-29 November IPCC WG 1- fifth
Madrid, Spain
session
11-15 December IPCC - eleventh
Rome, Italy
session
,

Excluding meetings of lead authors', the
bureaux of working groups, workshops,
and sub-groups of IPee.

governmental Negotiating Committee to elaborate an International
Convention to Combat Desertification, held in New York, from 9 to
20 January, and Nairobi, from 7 to
17 August 1995, respectively.
At its sixth session, INC , inter
alia, considered the importance of
the transfer of knowledge and technology. As a follow-up to the session,
WMO and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (USA)
collaborated in the organization of a
workshop on sub-Saharan drought,
designed to facilitate the sharing of
experience in monitoring research
and extension work. The workshop
was held in Trieste, Italy, from 31
July to 4 August.
Discussions at the seventh session
covered action taken to implement
the provisions of the Convention, in
particular the resolution on urgent
action for Africa, preparations for
the first Conference of the Parties
(COP) and the composition and
terms of reference of a Committee on
Science and Technology, the main
function of which would be to
provide s cientific and technical
advice to the COP.
The support provided by WMO,
which includes the assignment of a
professional officer and a secretary
to the INCD secretariat, was gratefully acknowledged at both sessions.

WMO has offered to host the
INCD secretariat in its new Headquarters building, which is expected
to be completed in 1998.
On 31 December 1995, 115 countries had signed the Convention and
19 had ratified it. The Convention
will enter into force 90 days after
ratification by 50 countries.

Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC)
The year 1995 saw major efforts on
the part of IPCC Working Groups I,
II and III to complete their contributions to the Second Assessment
Report (SAR). The working groups
approved their respective "Summaries for Policy-makers" (SPMs) on
the assessment of:
• Available scientific information on
climate change, particularly that
arising from human activities;
• The impacts of climate change
a nd of adaptation/mitigation
options available to address
climate change; and
• The economic and social dimensions of climate change.
They also accepted their full reports.
Over 2 000 scientists and experts
from all over the world have contributed to writing and reviewing the
Second Assessment Report.
Eleventh session of the panel

Over 300 participa nts from more
than 120 countries and intergovernmental and non-governme ntal

organizations attended the eleventh
session of IPCC, held in Rome from
11 to 15 December 1995.
The panel adopted the reports of
the working groups and their SPMs
as part of the IPCC Second Assessment Report. The report concludes
that human activities h ave had a
discernable impact on global climate
and that climate change will impose
an important stress on ecological and
socio-economic systems and human
health (see also box on the following
page).
The panel also approved an IPCC
"Synthesis" which brings together
information that may be useful in
interpreting Article 2 of the FCCC,
which states that the ultimate
objective of the Convention is to
achieve:
... stabilization of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a
level that would prevent da ngerou s
anthropogenic interference with the
climate system. Such a level should
be achieved within a time-frame
s ufficient to allow eco system s to
adapt naturally to climate change, to
en sure that food production is not
threatened and to enable economic
development to proceed in a su stainable manner.

Relationship IPCC/ UNFCCC

The relationship between IPCC and
the FCCC Subsidiary Body for
Scientific and Technological Advice
(SBSTA) is still evolving. However, it

Automatic weather stations in out/ying areas provide data that are vital to improving understanding of
climate variability and drought in desertification processes (WMO/Zaitsev)
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IPCC SECOND ASSESSMENT REPORT (SAR)
The IPCC Second Assessment Report comprises the reports of Working Groups I, II and III, their summaries for policy-makers and a synthesis of information that may be useful in interpreting FCCC Article 2. It
is obviously not possible to summarize all the conclusions of the SAR in
this Report, however, some of its conclusions are given below.
Working Group I (Science) concluded that, while there are still
uncertainties in key factors, the balance of evidence suggests that
there is now a discernible human influence on climate. For the midrange of IPCC scenarios of emissions and assuming the best estimate
value of climate sensitivity, models project an increase in global mean
surface temperature of about 2°C by 2100, in addition to that which
may have been induced so far. Because of the thermal inertia of the
oceans, temperature would continue to increase beyond 2100, even if
concentrations of greenhouse gases were stabilized at that time.
Projected sea-level rise is estimated to range from 15 to 95 cm with a
best estimate of 50 cm by the year 2100.
While the impacts of climate change on individual countries and
their people still remain quite uncertain, Working Group II (Impacts,
adaptation, mitigation) drew a number general conclusions:
• In conditions with a doubling of the carbon dioxide level, a substantial fraction of the existing forested areas of the Earth will undergo
major changes in broad vegetation types - with greatest changes
occurring in high latitudes and least changes in the tropics. Climate
change is expected at a rate that would be rapid relative to the
speed at which forest species grow, reproduce and re-establish
themselves;
• Deserts are likely to become more extreme, in that, with few exceptions, they are projected to become hotter but not significantly
wetter;
• Changes in the total amount of precipitation and in its frequency
and intensity are likely and would directly affect the magnitude and
timing of runoff and the intensity of floods and droughts;
• Productivity of agriculture and forestry is projected to increase in
some areas and decrease in others. The distribution of productive
land most likely will change, improving yields in some regions but
causing Significant set -backs in others;
• Climate change is likely to have wide ranging and mostly adverse
impacts on human health.

Working Group III (Economic and social dimensions) suggested that
a prudent way to deal with climate would be through a portfolio of
actions, which would differ from country to country, aimed at mitigation
of, adaptation to, and improving knowledge of climate change. The
challenge is not in finding the best policy for the next 100 years, but in
selecting a prudent strategy and adjusting it over time in the light of
new information. Opportunities also exist in most countries to institute
measures, such as reduced emissions of local/regional pollutants, the
benefits of which equal or exceed their cost to society, excluding the
benefits of climate change mitigation - the "no regrets" approach.
The value of better information about the processes of, impacts of
and responses to climate change is great. In order to continue to
address climate change detection, model validation and model
improvement and impact analyses, long-term global observations of a
host of climatological/meteorological, oceanographic, chemical,
biospherical and other parameters and further research are vital.
The reports of Working Groups I, II and III are published, in English
only, by the Cambridge University Press, using funds provided by UK,
USA and Canada, respectively. The synthesis and the three summaries
for policy-makers, combined into a single volume, are published in
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish by IPCC.

Rising sea-levels resulting from
global warminglclimate change
will have serious impacts on lowlying coastal regions
(Harry Fromm)
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GLOBAL CLIMATE OBSERVING SYSTEM (GCOS)
In the continuing debate about climate change within both the scientific
community and international political circles, it is evident that insufficient information is available to answer vital questions. While many
observational programmes are currently under way around the world,
systematic global observations of key variables are urgently needed to:
• Document natural climate variability and extreme climate events;
• Model, understand and predict climate variability and change;
• Assess the potential impacts of climate variability and change on
ecosystems and socio-economics;
• Develop strategies to mitigate the harmful effects of climate variability and change and to amplify the beneficial ones;
• Provide services and applications to climate-sensitive sectors; and
• Support sustainable development.
The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), established in 1992
and closely coordinated with the Global Ocean Observing System and
the Global Terrestrial Observing System, is progressing towards its goal
of providing the required climate-related observations and information
to users of climate data. In partnership with participating countries and
agencies, a long-term, user-driven operational system has been
designed for GCOS to meet the comprehensive scientific requirements
for monitoring the total climate system, including its physical, chemical
and biological properties and atmospheric, oceanic, hydrologic,
cryospheric and terrestrial processes.
GCOS is being implemented in a phased manner, the first priority
being the establishment of the GCOS Initial Operational System (lOS).
lOS consists of existing and planned observational components, both
in situ and from space. Contributions to the lOS are being made by
both operational and research agencies. For in situ observations, 150
upper-air sounding stations from the WWW network have recently
been identified, and their continued operation is crucial to providing
atmospheric climate information. The stations were selected on the
basis of geographical location, length and quality of observing record,

i s clear that developmen t w ork, for
exampl e with r espect to methodol ogi es for n ational gr eenhouse gas
inv en t or i es, w ill r em ain w i t h IPCC,
whil e operational a sp ects, such as
approval for application under the
Convention and training, should b e
t r ansf err ed to SBSTA. IPC C w ill
conti nue its assessm ent activities.

and the prospect for continued operation. A similar exercise is now
under way to identify about 800 surface observing stations from the
existing WWW network. Within lOS, space observations are particularly
important and, consequently, the publication in 1995 of the GCOS Plan
for Space-based Observations, defining the space component of the
lOS, was a major step forward. The plan compares observational
requirements with proposed missions to assess their compatibility.
Especially important is the development of a user-friendly data
system to meet the demanding user requirements. It is being developed as a geographically distributed system in which data centres
responsible for different climate variables will be networked together.
An overall review of the data management system is contained in the
GCOS Data and Information Management Plan, published in 1995.
Work has now begun on developing an implementation plan for
GCOS. It will focus on further development of the lOS and continued
integration of space-based and in situ observations through a comprehensive data system.
Promotional material is being prepared to illustrate the benefits of
the Global Climate Observing System to all nations and to encourage
their participation in GCOS activities.

• P r eparation of t echnical p ap ers
w hich clarify or exp and on subj ects covered in the SAR or w hich
are requested by SB STA;
• Organization of w orkshops;
• Dissemination of IPCC findings.

Future work
Th e p an el agree d th at i ts Third
Assessm ent R eport sh ould b e i ssu ed
towards the end of 1999 or early i n
2000 . M ore immediate task s to b e
undertak en include:
• Fur ther devel opmen t of m ethodol ogies for national greenhouse gas
i nventories;
• Prep aration of sp ecial r eports on
su ch topics as re gion al clima te
scenario s and detecting clim at e
chan ge;
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The globally averaged surface
temperature for 1995 was OAO °C
above the 1961-1990 average,
according to observations made at
land stations and sea-surface
temperatures measured from ships
and buoys _The previous warmest
year since 1861 was 1990, which had
an anomaly of +0.36°C.
Global surface temperatures have
now completely recovered from the
cooling effects associated with the
June 1991 eruption of Mt Pinatubo
in the Philippines. A prolonged El
Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
warm episode, that dominated the
1991-1994 period, ended in early
1995. A narrow band of the eastern
equatorial Pacific is now cooler, indicating a weak cold episode (La Nina)
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Global land, air and sea-surface temperature anomalies are computed departures from the
1961-1990 base-period means. The fitted curve is a 21-point binomial filter (Hadley Centre,
Meteorological Office, and Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia, UK)

MAJOR GLOBAL CLIMATE ANOMALIES AND EPISODIC EVENTS IN 1995

Source: Climate Prediction Center, United States
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condition and suggesting that, on a
global average, 1996 may be slightly
cooler than 1995.
In 1995, the northern hemisphere
was warmer than in all previous
years, but the southern hemisphere
was relatively less warm. Parts of
Siberia were about +3 °C warmer
than usual in 1995, because the
early part ofthe year was exceptionally warm . However, 1995 was
slightly cooler than normal over
Greenland and the north-west North
Atlantic region and over the midlatitude North Pacific. It was the
coldest year in Iceland since 1983.
These features have frequently
recurred in recent years. Also, in
1995, the ocean surface was more
than 1°C warmer than usual near
the Azores.
Warm conditions characterized
much of western Europe, reaching
record or near-record annual means.
For instance, in the Netherlands, the
mean, spatially averaged temperature for 1995 reached 10.4°C, more
than 1°C higher than the 1901-1987
average. Intense heat, together with
high humidity, was a feature of July
over large areas of central and eastern USA, and central Canada, where
it was accompanied by severe forest
fires. There were over 1 000 heatrelated deaths. Very high temperatures were a lso prevalent in
northern India during much of June,
averaging up to 5°C above normal,
with maximum temperatures reaching 50°C and night-time temperatures in the range of 25-30°C.
Cooling in the lower stratosphere
stabilized in 1995 with anomalies
remaining near the lo west values
observed in the 17 -year satellitemeasurement record.

throughout the region from the
International Date Line eastward to
South America. Negative sea-surface
temperature anomalies also spread
both north and south from the
Equator so that, by the end of 1995,
a rather broad band of negative
anomalies covered the region.
Consistent with the below-normal
ocean-surface temperature, cloudiness and rainfall decreased to less
than normal over the central
equatorial Pacific and increased
to greater than normal over
Indonesia.

Antarctic ozone hole duration
longest on record
Measurements during the winterspring of 1994/1995 indicated that
total column ozone was unusually
low over most of the northern hemisphere. For middle and high
latitudes, ozone values were an
unprecedented 10-20 per cent lower
than the average values observed
during the 1957-1980 period.

Carbon dioxide and methane
increase
Provisional indications show that
atmospheric concentrations of both
carbon dioxide and methane, two
principal greenhouse gases, increased in 1995 at rates in line with

Sea-surface temperature anomalies (0C) for December 1994-January 1995 (top) and
November 1995 (bottom) computed as departures from the adjusted optimally interpolated
climatology which includes 1950-1979 ship observations (Reynolds and Smith, 1995)
(Climate Prediction Center, NOAA)
December 1994-January 1995
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Warm episode ENSO ends
Warm episode ENSO conditions
dominated the tropical Pacific
during the period 1990 to early 1995.
Thereafter, equatorial central and
eastern Pacific Ocean surface
temperature anomalies steadily
decreased, becoming negative during
the latter half of 1995, as weak cold
episode conditions developed in the
region. For the first time since 1989,
equatorial Pacific Ocean surface
temperatures were below normal

Over the Antarctic, ozone depletion began earlier in August than in
previous years and, by late
September and for the whole month
of October, the deficiency was more
than 50 per cent, which was comparable to that observed over the
past six years. Ozone soundings from
a number of Antarctic stations
during the period mid-September to
the end of October showed nearly
complete destruction of ozone at altitudes between 14 and 21 km. The
area of the ozone hole exceeded
22 million km 2 and was similar to
the recent record set in 1993. In
1995, however, the duration oflower
ozone values was longer than any
period previously documented.
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their recent historical trend. It is
recalled that these gases exhibited a
noticeable slowdown in their rates of
increase during 1992 and 1993 for
reasons that are not currently
understood. The atmospheric concentration of carbon dio xide now
stands at about 360 ppmv (parts per
million per unit volume), compared
to an estimated 280 ppmv before the
start of widespread industrialization,
around 1850.

Snow cover over the northern
hemisphere
The last five months of 1995 showed
positive snow-cover anomalies over
the northern hemisphere. This was
the first time since 1984 that positive global snow-cover area anomalies
were observed for each of these early
months of the coming snow season.
A predominance of negative snowcover anomalies early in the year
resulted in a 1995 annual mean of
24.5 million km 2 , only slightly less
than the 1973-1995 yearly average.
The coincidence of near-average
snow-cover area with near-record
land-surface temperature s is in
marked contrast to the record warm
year of 1990 , which had the least
snow cover in the satellite record.

Around the world
Abnormal precipitation in centra l South
Ameri ca

Persistently below-normal precipitation occurre d over parts of South
America in early May and continued
to mid -D ecemb er. La r ge areas of
central and southern Brazil, southern Paraguay, and central and
north-eastern Argentina received
le ss t han 75 p er cent of norm a l
precipitation between 1 May a nd
19 December, with less than 50 per
cent of normal totals recorded in
parts of northern Rio Grande do SuI
state in Brazil, s outh-e a stern
Paraguay, and th e Argentine
provinces of Corrientes, northern
Santa Fe, and a few other areas
along the western parts of the
r egion . The worst forest fires in
living memory in Argentina broke
out in some areas. In late December,
however, torrential rains (467 mm
on 24 and 25 December) fell along
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the coast of Santa Catarina state in
southern Brazil, and heavy showers
(100 to 250 mm b etwe e n 24 and
30 December ) were recorded in much
of Para n a, Minas Gerais , Rio d e
Janeiro and Sao Paulo states. Severe
local flooding a ffe cte d Santa
Catarina and Minas Gerais, according to the Brazilian authorities.
Dryness in Africa and the
Mediterranean

Significant below-normal precipitation anomalies during 1995 could be
found in both north-west and southern Africa as well as in the western
Mediterranean and the Middle East.
In north-west Africa, well belownormal rainfall was recorded across
the region during January and early
February, and from late March to the
end of May, adding to the long-term
moisture deficits throughout much of
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia that
started in November 1994. Less than
50 per cent of normal precipitation
was measured between 1 November
1994 and 25 June 1995 across northern and western Morocco, central
Tunisia, much of central and northeastern Algeria, the Iberian penins ul a and so uth ern France .
Long-term shortages remained until
surplus November and December
precipitation fell over most of the
region.
In southern Africa, the 1994-1995
wet season (October-April) was slow

to st a rt across much of Botswana
and north ern and central South
Africa. Dry conditions spread across
most of the region in November, with
n ear-normal r a in confined to the
north- and south-western areas of
Botswana. Subnormal monthly
total s during the season, however,
were again reported over much of
central and north-central South
Africa and western Botswana,
despite significant December rains in
some north and eastern areas of the
region. As a r esult, long~term moisture shortage s covered much of
s outhern Africa as 1995 began .
Although occasional significant rains
drenched parts of the ar ea up until
the end of April, for the 1994-1995
wet season as a whole, subnormal
rains were the general rule over the
vast majority of the region.
The "big dry" ends in Australia

The ENSO event that had plagued
most of eastern and southern
Australia with drought during 1994
slowly declined in 1995. By the
middle of 1995, most tropical Pacific
indicators showed the termination of
the ENSO conditions. Towards the
end of 1995, these same indicators
suggested a La Nina event. As the
ENSO declined , rainfall across
Australia returned to normal and
often above normal levels, breaking
the drought in many areas. However,
thi s transition from drought was

Annual surface temperature anomalies for the former USSR. The green curve is an 11-year
running mean. Anomalies are departures from the 1951-1980 base-period means (Institute
for Global Climate and Ecology, Russia)
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neither abrupt nor uniform, with dry
conditions lingering in some areas
until well into the year. January saw
the first signs of a break in the dry
conditions.
The period February to April saw
a return to drier-than-normal conditions across most of eastern
Australia, though April was wet over
the far south-east and most of western Australia (exce pt the southwest). The period May to July was
particularly wet over eastern South
Australia, Victoria and south-west
New South Wales - totals for June
and July were among the highest on
record, and flooding was a regular
occurrence. By the end of July, these
rains had removed most long-term
deficiencies (as measured from April
1994) from south-eastern Australia.
August stood out as an exceptionally
mild and dry month over most of
extra-tropical Australia - across
large areas it was both the warmest
and driest August on record.
Coinciding with the onset of La
Niiia-like conditions over the Pacific
basin, the period from September
onwards saw a trend to distinctly
wetter-than-normal conditions
across
north-eastern
South
Australia, most of New South Wales,
and Queensland. Wet conditions
were particularly marked In
Nov ember, when large areas
received abundant rainfall, with
local record-breaking falls and significant flooding in southern
Queensland and parts of southern
Victoria during both October
and November. However, western
Victoria and southern South
Australia had a dry spring. In the
tropics, active convection produced
an early start to the wet season.
Abnormal conditions from the British
Isles to Central Asia

The main feature of 1995 over the
region was abnormal warmth. In
central England, 1995, as a whole,
was not as warm as 1990 or 1949
due to a cold December. July and
August, taken together, were the
warmest ever in the record for
central England going back to 1659.
Temperatures reached 34°C in some
places and 30°C was reached even in
northern Scotland. Combined with

this record summer warmth was
extreme dryness. Rainfall over the
summer in England and Wales was
similar to that experienced in 1976,
which was the driest in the series
going back to 1766 . Spain also
experienced hot, dry weather with
temperatures soaring to a record
46.6 °C at Seville and Cordoba in
July.
Russia and adjacent central Asian
coun tries mean while generally
experienced their warmest year on
record. Weekly average temperatures
of 15°C above normal were common
north of the Arctic Circle from
mid-February to the end of April. In
early July, temperatures soared to
47°C in parts of Turkmenistan and
Kazakstan. Abnormal warmth was
evident during the last four months
of 1995 in most of the region.
Central Europe began the year
with abundant rainfall and rapidly
melting snow, which caused flooding
and widespread damage along major
rivers, especially in t he Netherlands.

on the islands of St Croix, Culebra,
and St Thomas. Winds were clocked
to 200 km h- 1 in St Croix.
In early October, hurricane Opal
became the fourth tropical system to
affect Florida in 1995, and the
second hurricane to strike that area
since early August. Torrential rains
(300-430 mm), a 5-6 m storm surge,
and winds gusting to 230 km h- 1
buffeted the western Florida
Panhandle and adjacent Alabama.
Hurricane-force (121 km h-1) winds
penetrated as far inland as Atlanta,
Georgia, causing considerable property damage and disrupting electrical power in many areas from the
central Gulf Coast north-eastward
to the Carolinas. Farther south, hurricane Roxanne buffeted the Yucatan
peninsula and Cuba. At Cancun,
400 mm of rain accompanied this
hurricane.

A very active Atlantic hurricane season

The 1995 Atlantic hurricane season
featured 19 tropical storms, 11 of
which became hurricanes (see chart
on p. 21 ). This was the second
largest number of storms (2 1 in
1933) observed in any hurricane
season since records began in 1871,
and the second greatest number of
hurricanes (12 in 1969) in one season
since hurricane statistics began in
1886.
The season started early as hurricane Allison became the first June
hurricane since Bonnie in 1986.
August was a busy month with
hurricane Erin releasing 100-250
mm of rain over central and extreme
north-western Florida. In midAugust, hurricane Felix stalled
offshore, 240 km east of Cape
Hatteras , North Carolina, lashing
much of the east coast with rough
surf and caus ing beach erosion.
Hurricane Luis raked the northeastern Caribbean with destructive
winds (gusts to 235 km h - 1 on
Antigua before the anemometer blew
away) and heavy rains (up to 210
mm in Puerto Rico ). Hurricane
Marilyn, a particularly compact
hurricane, caused extensive damage
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Following the World Conference on
Natural Disaster Redu ction, which
was held in Yokoh ama, Japan, in
May 1994, the General Assembly of
t h e United Nations endorsed the
Yokohama Strategy a nd Plan of
Action for a Safer World and invited
the countries of the world to mobilize
resources in support of di saster
reduction. It also called upon WMO
and other specialized agencies of the
UN system to participate actively in
the implementation of the Strategy
and Plan of Action.
WMO h as been fully involved in
the International Decade for Natural
Disast er Reduction (IDNDR) since
its inception ; the framework for
WMO's own plan of action was
adopted by Eleventh Congress in
1991. Twelfth Congress responded to
the call of the UN General Assembly
by revising the WMO plan in the
light of recent developments and in
response to the growing importance
of public weather services. Projects
und er th e new Public Weath er
Services Programme h ave been
incorporated in WMO's revised plan
of action.
An importa nt featur e of the
IDNDR is its inter-agency n ature.
This was evident in the preparations
for the Yokohama Conference and
h as since been extended to involve
representatives of Members in the
detailed planning of activities. WMO
is a key player in these discussions,
in particular beca u se of the preeminent role of the Organization in
the forecasting and warning of
n atural h azards. The UN General
Assemb ly adopted a re solution
recognizing the importance of earlywarning systems in saving lives and
reducing property damage and
r equested a report on the relevant
capabilities of the UN system. WMO
has played a major part in drafting
that report and expects to work
closely with its sister agencies in the
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WMO PLAN OF ACTION FOR THE IDNDR
Addressed specifically to disasters caused by:
•
•
•
•
•

Tropical cyclones;
Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms and other severe weather phenomena;
Floods and storm surges;
Landslides and avalanches;
Droughts.

Regular projects:
•
•
•
•

Tropical cyclone and storm surge simulation, forecasting and warning;
Development of tropical cyclone mitigation systems and promotion of public awareness;
Hydrological aspects of natural disasters;
Formulation and content of forecasts and warnings and the exchange and coordination of
hazardous weather information among neighbouring countries;
• Presentation and dissemination of weather information;
• Public understanding, public information and education.
Special projects:
•
•
•
•

Tropical Cyclone Warning System for the South-West Indian Ocean Region;
Comprehensive Risk Assessment (CRASH);
System for Technology Exchange for Natural Disasters (STEND);
Tropical Cyclone Disasters (in conjunction with ICSU).

follow-up to any action that the UN
might take in this r egard.
Of the s pecial proj ects being
implemented by WMO in support of
t h e Deca de , that on the improvement of a tropical cyclone warning
system for the So uth-West Indian
Ocean ha s r eac h ed a n a dva nced
stage of implem entation and, with
major contributions from t he countries concerned as well as the
financial support of the European
Development Fund a nd other
donor s, will s oon be completed.
Attention is now focusing on ensuring that the moment um generated
by the project is maintained in the
years ahead.
The System for Technology
Exchange for Natural Dis a s ters
(STEND) (see also p. 36) has moved
into its operational phase with the
submission of technological components in the fields of seismology and

volcanology. Information on STEND
components will be made available
to interested scientists via WMO's
hom e page on t h e Intern et and
will also be published as a STEND
Reference Manual.

Basic systems

Global Observing System (GOS)

The "basic systems" of WMO comprise the worldwide meteorological
observing and telecommunication
networks, the data-processing
system and the integrating data
management function. Together they
form the World Weather Watch
(WWW) - the global system for the
collection, analysis and dissemination of meteorological data and products which are required by national
Meteorological Services to fulfil their
functions. The body within WMO
responsible for the planning, development and coordination of the
WWW is the Commission for Basic
Systems (CBS), for which new terms
of reference were approved by
Twelfth Congress to reflect the fact
that basic systems are expected to
provide the necessary support to
all WMO programmes and WMOsponsored programmes. Congress
reaffirmed the importance of the
WWW as the basic programme of
the Organization and agreed that its
further development should receive
the highest priority.
To assist Congress in its deliberations on the issue of commercialization of meteorological services, an
inter-commission task team, under
the leadership of CBS, met in
FebruarylMarch 1995 to develop a
consolidated list of requirements for
the internaLional exchange of data
and products to meet the needs of all
WMO programmes. Congress agreed
that such a list should be included in
WMO regulatory material and
requested CBS, in consultation with
other technical commissions, to
review and update the list at regular
intervals. In adopting a new "WMO
policy and practice for the exchange
of data and products", Congress also
requested CBS to advise on, and
assist in, the technical aspects of its
implementation.

The growing requirements for observational data for numerical weather
prediction and for climate monitoring and research, have received considerable attention in recent years.
To assist users in their planning and
to provide reasonable targets for
the Global Observing System, the
Executive Council, at its fortyseventh session (June 1995),
approved a statement on "performance of elements of the GOS achievable by the year 2005".
The critical regional basic synoptic networks have remained almost
static over the past few years. However, much progress was made in
redesigning the networks to meet
the new requirements stated by the
extraordinary session of CBS (1994),
particularly in Regions I, II and VI.
Although some improvement in the
availability of upper-air observational data was achieved in Africa,
problem s in the implementation of
upper-air networks remained in certain parts of the world. This situ-

ation is expected to be exacerbated
by the planned closure of the
OMEGA radio navigation system on
which some 20 per cent of the worldwide upper-air network depends for
wind finding. Alternative solutions,
such as the use of the space-based
Global Positioning System or radiotheodolites, were proposed for consideration, but are burdened with
financial or technical difficulties. The
Automated Shipboard Aerological
Programme, which is essential for
generating upper-air observations on
shipping routes in the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, was further augmented both in the systems deployed
and in the data available.
Substantial improvements were
achieved in other components of the
GOS. There has been a steady increase in the deployment of drifting
and moored buoys and fixed platforms, with some 600 of the former
and 100 of the latter transmitting
reports on the GTS. Significant
progress was also made in the implementation of automated observing
and reporting systems from aircraft.

The space-based sUb-system of the Global Observing System
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SELECTED WORLD WEATHER WATCH PROGRAMME
MEETINGS
Date and place

Title

6- 10 February
Geneva

CBS Working Group on Telecommunications, Study Group on
Radio-frequency Matters

27 Feb.-3 March
Geneva

Inter-commission Task Team on Data and Products Requirements

13- 15 March
Geneva

CBS Expert Meeting on Data Requirements for Environmental
Emergency Response Activities

Global Data-processing System
(GDPS)

20- 23 March
Geneva

Expert meeting on METEOSAT Data-collection Platforms for

WWW

22-26 May
Geneva

International Conference on Meteorological and Hydrological
Technology and its Management - METEOHYTEC 21

11-15 September
Washington, DC, USA

Second Inter-programme Data Management Coordination
Meeting

6- 10 November
Buenos Aires, Argentina

CBS Advisory Working Group - nineteenth session

4-8 December
Geneva

CBS Working Group on Data Processing, Expert Meeting on
Operational Matters

11 - 13 December
Vienna, Austria

CBS Expert Meeting on Environmental Emergency Response
Activities

The CBS Working Group on Da ta
Proce ssing Expert Meeting on
Operational Matter s (Dece mber
1995) considered the characteristics
of Limited-area and Variable Re solution Models , reviewed current
regulatory material and developed
guidelines for Regional Specialize d
Meteorological Centres (RSMCs) and
NMCs. The meeting considered longrange forecast verification methods
and developed guidelines for their
use. Procedures to exchange electronically the re s ults of product
verification and of monitoring the
quality of observational data were
elaborated.
World Meteorological Centres
(WMCs), RSMC s and centres such
a s the African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development
(ACMAD ), the ASEAN Specialized
Meteorological Centre (ASMC ) and
th e Drought Monitoring Centres
(DMCs) in Africa continued to
improve their computer facilities and
forecasting systems. The activities of
the centres have been, or are being,
adjusted to address requirements for
the preparation of specialized products, such as climate-relate d
diagnoses, multi-season prediction of
climate anomalies, long-range forecasts and tailored products for
environmental quality monitoring
and other purposes . NMC s are
giving greater attention to the postproce ssing of model output to
produce tailored, value-added products and to generate weather and
climate forecasts.
An RAs IIIIIV Training Seminar
on the Operational Use of Advanced
GDPS Centre Products was hosted
by Costa Rica in February 1995. Its
purpose was to update the knowledge of meteorologists in the use of

Global Telecommunication
System (GTS)
Multi-point telecommunication
services via satellite continue to be
an essential element of the GTS at
all levels. Implementation of datacollection and data-dissemination
functions of meteorological satellites
is actively pursued in areas where
commercial telecomm unica tions
cannot provide the cos t-effective
se rvices required by Members.
Examples include the data-collection
platforms (DCPs) and the meteorological data di s tribution (MDD)
services provided by METEOSAT
satellites, notably over Africa.
In Region IV (North and Central
America), National Meteorological
Centres (NMCs) have been equipped
with satellite transmitlreceive
stations (VSATs) and associated user
terminals. In addition, the new
Regional Meteorological Telecommunication Network (RMTN) based
on two-way multi-point telecommunication services via an INTELSAT
satellite has started operations. The
RMTN of Region VI (Europe )
comprises two satellite-based disb-i-
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tinu es to be a k ey element in upgrading the GTS.
Radio-frequency matter s both for
operational and r esearch purposes
have been kept under continuous
review, particularly in the fac e of
threats posed by the development of
other radiocommunication services
considered by the lTD World Radiocommunication Conference 1995.

bution systems operated by France
and Germany via EUTELSAT satellites. Many other Members,
including Argentina, Canada, China,
France, India, Indonesia, Mexico ,
Saudi Arabia, Thailand and the
USA, have implemented or have
firm plans for similar systems for
their National Meteorological Telecommunication Networks.
Upgrading point-to-point circuits
of the GTS to medium/high speed
(9.6 kbps and above) continues, with
the further introduction of advanced
data-communication protocols and
flexible services to meet increasing
requirements of WMO and other
r elated international programme s.
Twenty circuits of the Main Telecommunication Network are operating at data signalling rates higher
than 2.4 kbps , including three circuits at 64 kbp s and 19 circuits
implementing X.25 procedures. The
availability of cost-effective , high
performance hardware and software
systems, running under UNIX for
handling and switching GTS messages, ha s greatly faci litated the
automation of many meteorological
telecommunication centres and con-

NWP products issued by a dvanced
centres. A Global Training Seminar
on D ata Quality took pl ace in
Toulouse, France, in March 1995 .
The seminar covered procedures and
techniques to achi eve the optima l
quality of data tran smitted on the
GTS and archived for climatological
studies.

WWW Data Management,
including codes
WMO Distributed Databases (DDSs)

Initial trials of the DDB concept
began this year. File naming conventions for FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
servers have been developed and
adopted for u se . Several Members
have begun offering FTP access to
data and products that might be of
interest to other Members. Following
the request by CBS, the Secretariat
has implemented a prototype pointer
to WMO DDB sites using the World
Wide Web and has made information
on WWW observing networks, GTS
data exchange an d the Voluntary
Observing Ships programme avail-

able via FTP. The trials ar e expected
to run for two years.
Inter-programme data management
coordination

With increase d em phasis on the
n ee d for WWW basic systems to
serve the r e quirem ent s of other
WMO and r elated internation a l
prog ramm es, Twelfth Congress
agreed "th at it was importa nt to
accelerate development of an integrate d WMO data managem ent
syst em and that CBS, through its
Working Group on Data Management, should act as the focal point
for th a t activity ... ". The second
Inter-programme Data Management
Coordination Meeting, held in
September, in Washington , DC ,
USA, brought together data managem ent experts from all WMO technical commis sions , GCOS , GTOS
and the Committee on Earth
Observation Satellites. The experts
evaluated progress in coordinating
their activities over the past year
and agreed on recommendations to
enhance future cooperation.

Data representation forms

WMO h as continued to develop data
representation forms offering universality, flexibility and compressibility.
The binary data representation code
form, BUFR, ha s been exp a nd ed to
accommodate data from newly developed ob serving syste m s, s uch a s
r a da r s, wind profil ers, satellite
scatterometers, and ozonometers . A
new edition of CRIB (binary gridded
data representation) has been initiated which should simplify the
development of software to handle
this code form.
A flexibl e character code form ,
CREX , ha s been developed for the
exchange of new data type s which
cannot be handled in binary representation form s b e cause suitable
telecommunication facilitie s and
computer equipment are not available. CREX will also help to avoid the
proliferation of new character codes,
and allow visualization of BUFR information. Experimental transmission
of data in CREX on the GTS ha s
started.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY
AND ITS MANAGEMENT - METEOHYTEC 21
METEOHYTEC 21 , an International Conference on Meteorological and
Hydrological Technology and its Management, and a technical exhibition were hosted by WMO (Geneva, 22-26 May), and co-sponsored by
Member countries, international organizations and private industry.
In response to the needs of many WMO Members and at the
request of the forty-fifth session of the Executive Council (1993), the
Secretary-General organized the event to address a wide range of
complex issues concerning the emergence and implementation of
advanced technology and its management, and related education and
training. The conclusions and recommendations that emanated from
the conference were broad, viable and practical.
Nearly 400 partiCipants from 102 countries attended. While the
majority of partiCipants were experts from national Meteorological and
Hydrological Services, a significant number of participants came from
academia, international organizations and the private sector.
The programme included 60 speakers, 41 poster presentations and
42 technical exhibitors. The presentations at the conference were of
exceptionally high quality and several were given by world experts in
their fields, including the Hon. Dr J. Baker, United States Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, Mr R. Ewald,
President, Cray Research Inc., and Prof. L. Bengtsson of the Max
Planck Institute, Hamburg, Germany.

On the podium during METEOHYTEC 21 (from left to right): Or A.
Zaitsev, Assistant Secretary-General, WMO; Prof. G. 0. P Obasi,
Secretary-General, WMO; Mr M. Jarraud, Deputy Secretary-General,
WMO; Mr R. Ewald, President, Cray Research Inc.; and Mr D.
Blaskovich, Conference Chairman (WMO/Bianco)
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Several small a ddi tions were
made to the conventional character
codes as well as adjustments, which
became operational on 1 January
1996, to aeronau tical codes, A new
edition of Volume I ofthe Manual on
Codes (WMO No. 306) was published
in a new format with a simplified
presentation.

Date and place
31 Jan.- 3 Feb.
Moscow,
Russian Federation

International Organizing Committee for the WMO Radiosonde
Humidity Sensor Intercomparison - first session

WWW System Support Activity

13-16 June
Male Vozokany,
Slovak Republic

Expert Meeting for the preparation of a WMO Intercomparison of
Instruments and Procedures for Measurement and Estimation of
Evaporation and Evapotranspiration

June-October
Moscow,
Russian Federation
September
Wallops Island, USA

WMO Radiosonde Humidity Sensor Intercomparison
Phase I - Laboratory test

25 Sept.- 14 Oct.
Davos, Switzerland

Eighth International Pyrheliometer Comparison

6-10 November
Geneva

CIMO Working Group on Upper-air Measurements

11 -1 5 December
Geneva

CIMO Working Group on Surface Measurements

Through the WWWSystem Support
Activity, Members, especially developing countries, receive advice and
assistance in identifYing deficiencies
and resolving problems to achieve
the most effective operation of the
WWW. A n umber of meetings were
organized in 1995 to help Members
optimize the operation of WWW
components, for example systems for
GaS, by coordinating action in areas
not subject to a single national
authority.
Assistance and promotional
su pport were given to: a regional
meteorological project of the Indian
Ocean Commission; a meteorological
project for Indonesia; and a project to
support training in satellite meteorology for Mrica.

Instruments and Methods of
Observation Programme
Significant improvements in the
quality of humidity measurements
are needed for NWP and climate
research activities. To this end, a
Radiosonde Humidity Sensor

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION
PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Title

Phase II - Field test

Intercomparison, was arranged. It
consisted of a laboratory evaluation,
hosted by the Russian Federation,
and a field experiment carried out in
the USA.
The Eighth International Pyrheliometer Comparison (IPC-VIII)
was held conjointly with Regional
Pyrheliometer Comparisons for
Regions I, II, IV, V and VI at the
World Radiation Centre in Davos,
Switzerland. Regional and national

Calibration of a pyrheliometer during IPC-VIII, at the World Radiation Centre Davos, Switzerland,
September-October 1995 (WMO/Schulze)
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standard instruments were calibrated against the instruments of the
World Standard Group . During the
IPC, a Course on Meteorological
Radiometry and a scientific symposium covering the latest developments in the field of solar radiation
measurements were organized by
the World Radiation Centre.
A Regional Training Workshop for
Instrument Specialists from RA I
was held at the Regional Instrument
Centre in Cairo, Egypt, in October.
Participants from 19 Mrican countries attended the lectures which
were given by Egyptian and Chinese
experts.
The CIMO Working Group on
Upper-air Measurements considered, inter alia, the development of
standard algorithms for radiosonde
data processing, long-term quality
assurance, standardization of
ground-based remote sensing and
compatibility of remote ly sensed
and conventional in situ upper-air
measurements.
Th e Working Group on Surface
Measurements a ddressed issues
such as the standardization of techniques and methods of observation,
calibration of su rface instru ments,
the automation of visual and

subjective observations and education and training of instrument
experts.

satisfy aviation communication as
well as meteorological requirements.
METEOSAT-5 continued to provide valuable service.
China announced plans to launch
its geostationary satellite, FY-2, in
1996-1997.
Al though there were no new
polar-orbiting satellites launched in
1995, NOAA-12 (morning) and 14
(afternoon) and METEOR 3-5 and
3-7 continued to provide valuable
imagery, sounding and data collection services.
Of particular note in 1995, were:
• The resolution on contingency
planning adopted at the twentythird session of the Coordination
Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS) (partly as a response
to the WMO requirement for
contingency planning endorsed by
the Executive Council in June
1992);
• The co-sponsorship ofthe RMTCs
in Niamey and Nairobi by
EUMETSAT in response to the
"WMO strategy for education and
training in satellite matters"
which depends heavily on the
participation of satellite operators;

Satellite activities
The satellites comprising the spacebased sub-system of the GOS (see
p. 17), both polar-orbiting and geostationary, have continued to provide
valuable services in the form of
imagery, soundings, data collection
and data distribution.
The second US GOES-NEXT
(GOES-9) satellite was launched in
mid-1995 and is undergoing its commissioning phase. GOES-8 continued operations at 75°W.
The Russian Federation placed its
new geostationary operational
meteorological satellite (GOMS)
over the Indian Ocean at 76°E.
GOMS-l is nearing completion of its
commissioning phase and is
expected to commence broadcasting
regular IR WEFAX images soon.
Japan launched GMS-5 in March
1995, it has a new channel for water
vapour as well as split IR channels.
Japan confirmed plans for its next
geostationary satellite (MTSAT-l)
which will have a dual purpose - to
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Tropical Cyclone Programme
(TCP)
In 1995, there were an extraordinarily high number of tropical
cyclones in the Atlantic (see chart
below and also p. 15) which caused
considerable damage in many countries. Nevertheless, due to the timely
and accurate hurricane warnings
issued by national Meteorological
Services, based on tropical cyclone
advisories provided by the RSMC
Miami-Hurricane Center, a minimum loss oflife was reported.
A booklet, Fifteen years of progress and achievement of the WMO
Tropical Cyclone Programme (19801994) (TCP Report No. 36), was
published to mark the Programme's
anniversary. Its publication was
timed to coincide with Twelfth Congress and the presentation by Prof.
W. M. Gray (USA) ofthe Eighth IMO
Lecture entitled "Tropical cyclones".
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• The provision by Switzerland of
financial support for the procurement and installation in Member
countries with no satellite reception capability of 30 low-cost,
low-resolution satellite receivers.
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Hurricane tracks
1995 (National
Hurricane Center,
Miami, USA)
NOTE:
Hurricane: surface
wind speed 118
km h-1 or greater;
Tropical storm:
wind speed
63-117 km h-1;
Tropical depression: wind speed
62 km h-1 or less;
Extratropical
cyclones no
longer have the
warm core
characteristic of
the other tropical
storms.
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SELECTED TROPICAL CYCLONE PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

TItle

21-27 March
Colombo, Sri Lanka

WMO/ESCAP Panel on Tropical Cyclones - twenty-second
session

4-10 April
Guadeloupe, France

RA IV Hurricane Committee - seventeenth session

19-27 September
Arusha, Tanzania

RA ITropical Cyclone Committee for the South-West Indian
Ocean - twelfth session

27 Nov.-1 Dec.
Tsukuba, Japan

Fourth Technical Conference on Spectrum

5-11 December
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

ESCAPIWMO Typhoon Committee - twenty-eighth session

In response to a recommendation
of the Third WMO/ICSU International Works hop on Tropical
Cyclones (Mexico, 1993), a textbook
Global perspectives on tropical
cyclones was published as TCP
Report No. 38. It covers the science
and theory of tropical cyclones and
complements the operational manual
A global guide to tropical cyclone forecasting (TCP Report No. 31).
An RA IV Workshop on Hurricane
Forecasting and Warning was organized by WMO and NOAA at the
RSMC Miami-Hurricane Center in
Florida, USA, from 20 February to
3 March. Conducted in English and
Spanish, it was attended by Class I
and Class II hurricane forecasters.
An RA I Workshop on Tropical
Cyclone Forecasting and Warning
took place at the International Conference Centre in Arusha, Tanzania
(25-27 September). It was held
simultaneously with the twelfth session of the Tropical Cyclone Committee for the South-West Indian
Ocean. Members of the Committee
could therefore participate in the
workshop, the main purpose of
which was to provide an understanding of the impact of tropical cyclones
and of the forecasting and warning
systems and services for the SouthWest Indian Ocean region.
As a follow-up to the 1990 Special
Experiment Concerning Typhoon Recurvature and Unusual Movement
(SPECTRUM), the Japan Meteorological Agency, in cooperation with
WMO and the Typhoon Committee
Secretariat, organized the Fourth
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Technical Conference on SPECTRUM at the Meteorological
Research Institute in Tsukuba, from
27 November to 1 December. It was
attended by typhoon forecasters and
tropical cyclone researchers. As with
its predecessors, the conference was
designed to transfer the typhoon
motion research findings from SPECTRUM to applications by operational
forecasters in the typhoon region.
Significant achievements were
made in Region IV, in the implementation of a number of regional
projects, such as the establishment
of the new satellite-based Regional
Meteorological Telecommunication
Network and World Area Forecast
System, the installation of low-cost,
PC-based, satellite imagery receiving
equipment and the replacement of
upper-air stations in the Caribbean
and Central America by a new tracking system. These new systems will
greatly enhance the ability to track
and forecast hurricanes.

Environmental emergency
response
Following a recommendation of
RA VI, a CBS Expert Meeting on
Data Requirements for Environmental Emergency Response Activities was held in Geneva, in March.
The meeting provided guidance to
Members ofRA VI on their responsibilities in support of environmental
emergency response activities.
A global environmental emergency response exercise, organized
by WMO in coordination with IAEA,
took place in June 1995. Representa-

tives from the five designated
RSMCs , other interested RSMC s,
some 60 NMC s and a number of
agencies participated in the exercise.
The results of the exercise were
considered by a CBS Expert Meeting
on Environm ental Emergency
Response (EER) Activities, held in
Vienna in December 1995. The meeting recommended:
• Updating global and regional
arrangements for provision of
EER services;
• Coordinating th e provision of
EER services within Member
countries between the NMC and
the official IAEA national contact.
The meeting also reviewed studies
conducted by Members on requirements for monitoring faciliti es for
verification of the Comprehensive
Tes t Ban Treaty of the UN Conference on Disarmament. WMO
continued to coordinate activities
with IAEA and other UN agencies
with a view to improving the services
offered to Member countries and
standardizing procedures.

Inter-agency coordination of
climate-related programmes
The main activity within the framework of the overall coordination of
t h e World Clim ate Programme was
the preparation by the Coordin ating
Committee for the WCP of the interagency docum ent "The Cl imate
Agenda - international climaterelated programmes - a proposal
for an integrating framework". The
Cli mate Agenda wa s endorse d by
Twelfth Congress and by a number
of participating organizations.
The Climate Agenda seeks to
support new and evolving requirements from governm ents by setting
priorities for international climaterel ate d programmes and making
them better in tegrated . It h as four
major thru sts:
• New fronti er s in climate science
and prediction ;
• Climate ser vices for su st a inable
development;
• Studies of climate impact assessments and response strategies to
reduce vulnerability;
• Dedicated ob se rvation s of the
climate system .
'I\velfth Congress considered the
Climate Agenda as a first step in a
process of satis fyin g gover nment
r eq uir eme nts by integ ratin g and
m anagin g inte rnational climaterelated progTammes more effectively
and efficiently.

World Climate Data and
Monitoring Programme (WCDMP)
Climate Change Detection (CCD)
Project/global and regional data sets

Early in 1995, a Data Requirements
Task Group of t h e CC I Workin g
Group on Climate Change Detection
met and, in consultation with representatives from GCOS and CBS ,
initiated the development of a GCOS
pe rmanent l a nd-b ased s urfac e

WORLD CLIMATE PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

Title

22-29 January
Meeting of Experts on Climate, Tourism and Human Health
Topes de Collantes, Cuba
30 Jan.-3 Feb.
Geneva

CCI Working Group on Climate Data

30 Jan.-3 Feb.
Geneva

Data Requirements Task Group of the CCI Working Group on
Climate Change Detection

28-31 March
Melbourne, Australia

Meeting of Experts on CLIPS

20-22 September
Geneva

CCI Advisory Working Group - tenth session

26 September
Geneva

ACCAD - fifth session

6-18 November
Santiago, Chile

RA III CLiCOM Development Expert Meeting

NOTE: Training events are listed on pp. 39 and 40.

climate observation network. A list
of 800 s t a tion s was s ub sequ e ntly
drawn up and then reviewed to see
which of the station s were a lso
included in existing global data sets.
The ta sk group also provided
advice on the pre paration of the
WMO statement on the status of the
g lobal clilTwte in 1994 which was
issued in a pre ss re lease form in
early March and as a booklet at the
end of May 1995.
The preparation of climatological
sta nd ard normals for the pe riod
1961-1990 was completed by the US
National Climatic Data Cente r at
the en d of the year and will be
publi sh ed by WMO in 1996. Work
continued on the preparation of the
World Weather Record s volumes for
the decade 1981-1990.
Climate System Monitoring (CSM)

The fi fth biennial Global climate
system review, covering t he period
from June 1991 to November 1993,

was completed and distributed in
1995 with s upport from UNEP. At
the regional level, the first "Annual
Bull etin on the Climate in WMO
Region VI - 1994" (covering Europe
and Middle East ) was published
with s upport from the Deutscher
Wetterdienst and the European
Climate Support Network.
A pilot project to improve the timeliness of de livery of the Climate
System Monitoring Monthly Bulletin
began when the March iss ue wa s
prepared in a more concise format for
d eli very by airma il. The routine
transmission, via the GTS, of three
CSM products each month from
the Climate Prediction Center, in
Washin gton, to National Meteorological Centres in RAs I and III was
purs ued in 1995; the se rvice is
plann ed to b e expanded to oth er
Regions in 1996.
Many of the routin e CSM products
from regional and national centres
became available on the World Wide
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Web and can be accessed through the
WCDMP hom e page on the WMO
Web serve r (http://www.wmo.ch/).
Efforts continued to monitor and
improve the comp lete ne ss of the
CLi MAT m essage data being received
on the GTS from RA III.
CLiCOM

A regional CLICOM d evelopment
tra inin g seminar was h e ld in
Bratislava, Slovakia, in May 1995
for participants from countries in
Region VI and a similar seminar
was organized in Santiago, Chile, in
November to inaugurate the establishment of an Area Support Centre
for CLICOM in Re gio n III. Oneweek basic CLICOM training was
included in the computer applications workshop s that were held at
ACMAD , Niamey, Niger, in March
and October 1995 for participants
from English- and French-speaking
countries of Africa, respectively.
Equipment an d software were
bought for the establishment of an
RA V CLICOM Area Support Centre
in Malaysia. Equipment was a lso
procured for the establishment of a
regional CLICOM training centre in
Niamey, Niger.
A CLICOM system was installed
in Latvia and, with support from the
UK, equipment and software were
provided to Estonia, Georgia,
Lithuania and Ukraine. A WMO
proj ect to transfer national data
from the centralized archive of the
former USSR to some of the new
Members was prepared.

gramme is considered to be complete
in 15 countries.
Representatives from 20 countries
participated in a two-day DARE IV
training se minar in Bridgetown ,
Barbados, at the end of July.
Archival Climatic History Survey
Project

The joint WMO , UNESCO, ICSU,
International Council of Archives
project was set up to search national
archives for importa nt climatic data
that could h elp extend the existing
clim ate records back in tim e. In
1995, expert mi ss ion s to Braz il ,
Colombia , Cuba a nd Mexico were

undertaken to establish colla boration with national archivists.

World Climate Applications and
Services Programme (WCASP)
Climate, tourism and human health

A Group of Experts on Cli mate ,
Tourism and Human Health met in
Cuba in January 1995. The meeting
was co -s ponsore d by WMO , the
World Health Organization (WHO),
the World Tourism Organization
(WTO ), and the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP).
The group provided advice to the
international community on needs

CLIMATE INFORMATION AND PREDICTION SERVICES (CLIPS)
On the basis of the recommendations of the Meeting of Experts on CLIPS (Melbourne, March
1995) and following the decision of Twelfth Congress to initiate the development of a Climate
Information and Prediction Services project, several activities were undertaken in 1995,
including the preparation of a brochure outlining the basic features of CLIPS.
CLIPS is a new model for climate services based on the view that socio-economic
decisions can benefit greatly from a better knowledge of contemporary and near future
climate conditions. The project focuses on monthly, seasonal and inter-annual time-scales,
building on a developing capability to predict climate. It draws on established operational
meteorological and hydrological networks and involves international and regional centres as
well as national Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs).
In response to specific requests from several Members, sectorial support missions were
undertaken to investigate the preparedness of NMHSs to provide climate information and
prediction services. The outcome of these missions will form the basis for projects aimed at
streng1hening the related capacities of NMHSs.

A summary of the objectives of CLIPS

INFOCLIMA

Contributions to INFOCLIMA
continued during the year, bringing
the total number of data set descriptions in the inventory to 1 136, based
on reference data h eld by 298
centres in more than 123 countries.
A s ub set of INFO CLIMA was
prepared; it will b e distributed
on the Worl d Wide Web in ea rly
1996.
Data Rescue (DARE)

At the end of 1995, the International
Data Rescue Coordination Centre in
Brussels h ad over 85 000 microfiches
of rescued climate data from 40
p articipating countries. Th e pro-
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Encourage
operational
climate
predictions

Provide
intern ational
framework

Demonstrate
value and
benefits

Strengthen
regional/national
centres

in connection with energy projects ,
especially t hose related to solar and
wind energy.

Publications issued in 1995 include
reports of meetings and a technical
document on CLIPS. The Report of
the Technical Conference on Tropical
Urban Clinwtes, h eld in Dhaka,
Ba n gladesh, in March-April 1993,
was also published.

to the research community. In addition, progress continues towards th e
implementation of studies of the
hydrological cycle in the Amazonian
rain forest, the boreal forest and
tundra regions lying within the
MacKenzie river basin in central and
northern Canada, the hydrological
balance in t h e Baltic region , and
coupled atmos pheric- h ydro logical
budgets over eastern r egio n s of
Asia .

World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP)

Climate Variability and Predictability
(CLIVAR)

The World Clim ate Research
Programme, undertaken jointly by
WMO, IO C a nd ICSU , is the k ey
international scientific programme
aiming to d evelop a n imp rove d
understanding of climate and predictions of global and regional climate
changes on a ll tim e scales. The
WCRP organizes a range of research
activities directed towards understanding the basic physical processes
t h at determine t h e Ea rth's climate,
including interactions between the
different components of the climate
system (atmosphere, ocean, land surface and cryosphere) and refining the
mod els required for predicting
climate variations and the respon se
of climate to increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. A few of
t h e main hi ghlig hts in 19 95 a r e
described below.

The Science Plan for the CLIVAR
study has now been published and
distributed to over 3 000 scientist s.
The plan pull s together many
separate research strand s into the
com preh en sive global programm e
n ee ded to tackle the challen ge of
deciphering a nd predicting natural
climate variability a nd humaninduced changes. CLIVAR will
initially consist of three major subcomponents:
• CLIVAR-GOALS : a study of
seasonal to inter-annual climate
variability and predictability of
the global ocean-atmosphere-land
system;
• CLIVAR-DecCen: a study of
decadal to centennial climate variability and predictability;
• CLIVAR-ACC: mode llin g and
detection of anthropogenic climate
change.
The Internation a l CLIVAR Proj ect Office ha s now been forma lly
establish ed in Hamburg at the kind
in vitation of the Government of
Germany.

WCASP publications

Throughout the world there is a trend towards
urbanization and the ever growing cities are a
major source of greenhouse gas emissions
because of their intensive use of energy

(WMO/Gorre-Oale)
and requirements for the development of interactions betwee n the
di sciplines dealing with clim ate,
touri s m and human h ealth. It
concluded, inter alia, that improved
sea s onal to inter-annual climate
foreca sts could greatly benefit the
tourist sector.
A joint WTOIWMO H andbook on
Natu ra l Disaster Reduction in
Tourist Areas will be published in
1996.
Energy-meteorology

The DECADES proj ect , in which
WMO has taken part together with
other international organizations,
has provided for the development of
databases and methodologies for
comparative assessment of different
energy systems . The project aims at
enhancing capabilities for incorporating h ealth an d environmental
issues , including those re l ated to
clim ate change, in comparative
assessments of differen t electricity
generation chains and strategies in
the planning and decision-making
processes of the electricity sector.
WMO participated in the third
International Congress on Ren ewable Energy, where a WMO paper on
"Energy-meteorolo gy: a new di scipline" was presented. The meeting
stressed the importance of climatological and hydrological information

Global Energy and Water Cycle
Experiment (GEWEX)

The aim of GEWEX is to observe ,
und er stand a nd mod el th e global
hydrological cycle and atmosph eric
en ergy exchanges. The programme
includes a range of modelling studies, field proj ects, and the assembly
of research global climatological data
sets from a combination of in situ
measurements and remotely sen sed
data . A particularly important component of GEWEX is the study of
l and-surface/atmo s phere interactions under a variety of geographical an d climatic conditions. The
GEWEX Continental-scale International Project over the Mississippi
River basin entered the first year of
its five-year Enhanced Observing
Phase (1995- 1999 ), and re leva nt
data sets are already being delivered

World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE)

The observational phase ofWOCE is
now well on the way to completion
and, during 1995, WOCE activities
were reorganized to r efl ect the
changing emphasis to modelling and
d ata analysis. The fu ll scientific
legacy ofWOCE will only emerge in
t h e next few years as modelling and
data analysis advance, but many
achievements are already apparent.
A particular highlight is the availab ility of global a ltimetry data of
hig h accuracy from th e TOPEXI
POSEIDON satelli te, which h as
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WORLD CLIMATE RESEARCH PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

Title

30 Jan.-3 Feb.
Melbourne, Australia

GEWEX Scientific Steering Group - seventh session

13-18 March
Pasadena, USA

WMO/IOC/ICSU Joint Scientific Committee for the WCRP sixteenth session

2-7 April
Melbourne, Australia

International TOGA Scientific Conference

15-19 May
Monterey, USA

First International Scientific Conference on the Atmospheric
Modellntercomparison Project

12-16 June
Hamburg, Germany

CLiVAR Scientific Steering Group - third session

9-12 July
Fort Collins, USA

Working Group on Radiative Fluxes - seventh session

31 Aug.-3 Sept.
Visby, Sweden

GEWEX Hydrometeorological Experiments Panel - first
session

11-13 September
Hamburg, Germany

CLiVAR Numerical Experimentation Group-2 - first session

11-14 October
Toronto, Canada

ACSYS Scientific Steering Group - fourth session

17-20 October
Geneva

SPARC Scientific Steering Group - third session

24-27 October
Reading, UK

Workshop on Air-Sea Flux Fields for Forcing Ocean Models
and Validating GCMs

30 Oct.-3 Nov.
Reading, UK

JSC/CAS Working Group on Numerical Experimentation eleventh session

11-15 December
Washington, DC, USA

GEWEX Cloud System Study Science Panel - fourth session

presented ocea nographers for the
first time with a global perspective of
major ocean circulation features and
their variability. Another interesting
finding, from comparing WOCE data
sets with earlier measurements, is
the magnitude (several te nths of a
degree) and the spatial structure of
sub-surface ocean temperature a nd
salinity changes. Near 24°N in the
Atlantic, a warming of up to O.2°C
over a three-kilometre ocean depth
ha s bee n detected compared to a
cooling of similar magnitude in parts
of the sub-polar North Atlantic since
the International Geophysical Year
(1957- 1958).
Arctic Cl imate System Study (ACSYS)

The ten-year observational phase of
t h e Arctic Climate System Study,
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which ha s the objective of und erstanding the role of the Arctic as an
interactive component of the climate
system , is now into its second year.
Nota ble warmth has already been
observed in the intermediate layer of
the Arctic Ocean , with anomalies of
temperature as much as 1.0°C. It is
important to verify whether this,
especially when seen in conjunction
with the changes in temperature in
the North Atl antic observed in
WOCE (as desc rib e d above ), is a
signal of climate change or a manife station of climate variability. Also,
marked shifts in the Beaufort Sea
gyre have been detected on seasonal
and longer time-sca les . Overall ,
Arctic Ocean dynamics are turning
out to be considerably more complex
than expected.

Stratospheric Processes and their Role
in Climate (SPARC)

A range of interdisciplinary studies
of how dynamic a l , radiativ e and
ch emica l processes in teract in t h e
s tratosphere and affect global
climate is being undertaken through
SPARC. A particular goal is to evaluate and improve the capability of
modelling the stratosphere and , with
this in mind, an intercomparison of
s imul atio n s from a numb er of
ge n era l circulation mod els that
reso lve the s trato s phere is being
organized. Stratosphere-troposphere
exchange is of basic importance for
the budgets of water vapour and
trace species in the strato s phere,
a nd in und erstanding the impact of
a ircraft emi ssions on tropo spheric
a nd stratospheric ozone. A comprehensive measurement and modelling
strategy is therefore being built up
to exp lo re the overall qu estion of
transport a nd mixing in the lower
stratosphere. Other questions being
investigate d are gravity wave
processes in the stratosphere, and
stratosph eric temperature t r e nd s
u sing and intercom pa ring all available sources of data.

Introduction
Th e Atmo s p h eric Research and
Environment Programme (AREP)
coordinates and fosters research on
the structu re a nd chemical composition of t h e atmos phere and its
r el ate d p h ys i ca l ch aracte ri stics,
atmospheric processes and weath er
forecasting. Developmen t of t h ese
activities is t h e responsibility of t h e
Com m i ss io n for Atm os ph eri c
Sciences. The WMO Research Award
for Young Scientists (see box on p. 7)
is also a dministered th rough AREP.

Commission for Atmospheric
Sciences (CAS)
The revised terms of re ference of
CAS , approved by Twelfth Congress,
give greater prominence to its respons ibili t ies concerning GAW a nd
est ablish a clearer role for its involvem en t in climate research activit ies.

Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW)
Congress endorsed the high priority
given to t he im plem entation ofGAW
a nd no te d t h e excell en t progress
a chieve d , especially t h e rece n t
expansion of t h e n etwork a nd t h e
establish ment of various supporting
activities , such as training, calibration, quality assurance, and archiving and r egulatory m atters. It also
recognized t he importance of the role
of GAW in environ mental assessm ents, s u ch as t h ose for stratos pheric ozone an d global wet
deposition.

Weather prediction research,
including tropical meteorology
More th an 200 experts participated
in t h e second WMO In ternational
Sym p os ium on Ass im il ation of
Ob servation s in Mete or ol ogy a nd
Oceanography (Tokyo, March ) which
cons i s t e d of a tw o-d ay in tens ive
course an d a on e -week researc h
conference. The main objective ofthe

ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH AND
ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

TItle

30 Jan.-3 Feb.
New Delhi, India

Fifth Regional Workshop on Asian/African Monsoon Emphasizing
Training Aspects

30 Jan.-3 Feb.
Geneva

EC Panel/CAS Working Group on Physics and Chemistry of
Clouds and Weather Modification Research - eighteenth session

31 Jan.-1 Feb.
New Delhi, India

Steering Committee for Long-term Asian/African Monsoon
Studies (Project M2) - sixth session

17-19 February
Toronto, Canada

Meeting of Experts on the WMO World Data Centres

6-11 March
EC Panel/CAS Working Group on Environmental Pollution and
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Atmospheric Chemistry
Germany
7-10 March
Beijing, China

WMO International Workshop on Imbalances of Slowly Varying
Components of Predictable Atmospheric Motions

13-17 March
Fourth Meeting of Experts on the Quality Assurance/Science
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Activity Centres of GAW, and
Germany
WMO/IGAC GLONET Coordinating Committee - first session
13-17 March
Tokyo, Japan

WMO International Conference on Assimilation of Observations in
Meteorology and Oceanography

28-31 March
Freiburg, Germany

Expert Consultation on Krypton-85 and Radon-222:
Measurements and Possible Effects on the Atmosphere

1 April-31 May
Oristano, Sardinia, Italy

Training and Intercomparison Exercise on Airborne Pollution
Monitoring within MED-POL

24- 28 April
Rome, Italy

GESAMP-XXV

1- 2 May
Boulder, USA

WMO Scientific Steering Committee on UV Radiation - first
session

3-10 May
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Workshop for Southern Cone Ozone Project Observers

15-20 May
Halkidiki, Greece

International Conference on Ozone in Lower Stratosphere

26-29 June
Tallahassee, USA

Steering Committee on Application of LAM to Tropical Countries
(project LAM 1) - sixth session

26-30 June
Gothenburg, Sweden
6-1 1 July
Boulder, USA

Fifth International Conference on Acidic Deposition
Meeting of Experts on Global Carbon Dioxide Measurements

17-22 July
Toronto, Canada

Consultation on Umkehr Data Re-evaluation

17 July-11 Aug.
Arosa, Switzerland

Tenth WMO Dobson Ozone Spectrophotometer Intercomparison
(eontd. on p. 29)
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GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE WATCH (GAW)
Twelfth Congress recognized that atmospheric environmental issues
will be a major societal concern in the coming years and that, as a
consequence, WMO, through GAW, must maintain its international
coordination role in activities related to the atmospheric environment.
That role is likely to become more extensive and complex, not only
because of greater levels of activity, but also because of the need to
encompass a broader range of scientific disciplines in the pursuit of
sustainable environmental development. Action is being taken to:
• Implement the global systems that are required for large-scale
atmospheric environmental monitoring;
• Facilitate the investigation of regional issues; and
• Assist with the building of national capacity to address smaller-scale
problems.
Highlights of GAW activities in 1995 are summarized below.
Improving data archiving within the GAW system was the goal for
directors of GAW World Data Centres who met at the Atmospheric
Environment Service, Canada, in February. They represented the
centres concerned with the collection of data on ozone/UV radiation,
precipitation chemistry, turbidity, solar radiation, aerosols and greenhouse gases. The main objectives of the meeting were to coordinate
techniques for data archiving, to define routes for data flow between
data centres and Quality Assurance/Science Activity Centres and to
prepare for the transfer of GAW data to new data exchange systems
such as Internet. The proceedings and recommendations of the meeting are contained in GAW Report No. 103.
The fourth session of the EC Panel of Experts/CAS Working Group
on Environmental Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry made numer0us recommendations for improving the GAW system and other related
activities (see GAW Report No. 105). Immediately following the panel
session, the fourth Meeting of Experts on the Quality Assurance/
Science Activity Centres of GAW met conjointly with two IGBP
International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Programme (IGAG)
committees. Progress was made in setting standards for quality assurance and control of GAW data, in the expansion of existing stations for
profiling tropospheric ozone, as a cooperative WMO/IGAC programme,
and in promoting academic capacity building in atmospheric chemistry
in developing countries. Information on the meetings is contained in
GAW Report No. 104.
The twenty-fifth session of the Joint Group of Experts on the
Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental Protection (GESAMP)
adopted, inter alia, a report on the sea-surface microlayer and its role in
global change prepared by the WMO-Ied GESAMP working group. The
report (published as GESAMP Reports and Studies No. 59) consists of
three parts: physical processes in the microlayer and the air-sea
exchange of trace gases; biological effects of chemical and radiative
changes; and photochemistry in the sea-surface microlayer.
A new data management and quality-control software system has
been designed and partially implemented for the GAW Precipitation
Chemistry Programme. It is a customized version of a software system
developed by Environment Canada for use in large monitoring
networks. The GAW system permits the standardization, quality assurance, assessment and reporting of historical and current precipitation
chemistry data.
The eighth WMO Meeting of Experts on Carbon Dioxide
Concentration and Isotopic Measurement Techniques took place in
Boulder in July. The meeting agreed that the WMO world calibration of
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The new WMO GAW station at Bukit Koto Tabang, West Sumatra,
Indonesia, began partial operations in October 1995 (WMO/Mendonya)
CO 2 should be completely transferred from the Scripps Institution to
the NOAA Climate Monitoring and Diagnostic Laboratory and emphasized the importance of WMO's continued coordination of these
activities.
The tenth WMO Dobson Ozone Spectrophotometer Intercomparison was held in July/August at Arosa, Switzerland. There, 19 Dobson
spectrophotometers were compared with the WMO World Secondary
Standard Instrument. Two-thirds of the instruments showed less than
one per cent difference from the standard and the others were within
plus or minus two per cent of it. These figures demonstrate the high
quality of Dobson ozone observations and accuracy achieved by the
GAW ozone observing system.
A highlight of the considerable progress made in the coordination of
research activities and in monitoring the changing composition of the
atmosphere was the co-sponsorship by WMO and IGAC of the
Conference on the Measurement and Assessment of Atmospheric
Composition Change which took place in Beijing in October. The
strengthening of ties with the scientific community, especially those
between IGAC and WMO, is crucial in ensuring that environmental
measurements are of the highest quality. The conference brought
together scientists from all over the world; 140 scientific papers were
presented. Extended abstracts of the papers are contained in GAW
Report No. 107.

MEETINGS (contd. from p. 27)
Date and place

Title

31 July-4 Aug
Trieste, Italy

International Symposium on African Drought

18-23 September
Schliersee, Germany

Third European Symposium on Polar Ozone Research

28- 29 September
Reading, UK

COMPARE Steering Committee Meeting

2-3 October
Halkidiki, Greece

WMO ad hoc Scientific Steering Committee for UV Radiation

4- 6 October
Oristano, Sardinia, Italy

International Workshop on the Impact of African Dust across the
Mediterranean

9- 13 October
Beijing, China

WMO/IGAC Technical Conference on the Measurement and
Assessment of Atmospheric Composition Change

9 Oct.- 9 Nov.
Nanjing, China

Training Course on Interpretation and Application of Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) Products

23- 27 October
Beijing, China

International Workshop on Limited-area and Variable Resolution
Models

30 Oct.- 3 Nov.
Reading , UK

CAS/JSC Working Group on Numerical Experimentation eleventh session

6- 10 November
Golden Gate National
Park, South Africa

Meeting of Experts to Review the Present Status of Hail
Suppression

6- 10 November
Oslo, Norway

WMO Meeting of Experts to Review the EMEP Chemical
Coordination Centre

7- 10 November
Vienna, Austria

Expert Consultation on the Application of Isotopes for Studying
Atmospheric Moisture, Clouds and Precipitation

7-11 November

International Workshop on Bromine and Iodine and their
Possible Effect on Ozone

Munich, Germany
14- 16 November
St Petersburg,
Russian Federation

WMO Meeting of Experts on the Chemistry of Aerosols, Clouds
and Precipitation in the Former USSR

7-9 December
San Francisco, USA

Expert Meeting on Very-Short Range Forecasting

7-1 3 December
Santiago, Chile,

Training of Observers for the GAW Southern Cone Ozone Project

12-15 December
Abidjan, Cote d'ivoire

Steering Committee for the IGAC Project on Dry and Wet
Deposition in Africa

includes contributions from 16 Members and the European Centre for
Medium-range Weather Forecasts.
A regional workshop (New Delhi,
India, JanuarylFebruary) focused on
the latest developments in Asian!
African monsoon research, and provided training to particip ants on
practical aspects of climatological
and synoptic monsoon prediction
with particular emphasis on numerical modelling and the u se of satellite
Imagery.

Physics and Chemistry of Clouds
and Weather Modification
Research
A Meeting of Experts to Review the
Present Status of Hail Suppression
took place at the Golden Gate
National Park, South Africa in
November. The report of the meeting
will be available in 1996 as WMP
Report No. 25.

Technical Library
The WMO Library continues to be
the source of meteorol ogical and
hydrological information for WMO
staff, visiting experts, participants at
Geneva-held meetings, staff of other
UN bodies, research workers,
students and teach ers. In 1995, it
acquired some 2 070 publications,
subscribed to 65 journals and
received about 185 other periodicals
and a few CD-ROM. Over 2 000
enquiries were answered and nearly
1 500 publications were loaned to
readers. A computer system for cataloguing and bibliographical reference
serVIces has been set up in the
Library.

18-21 December
WMO/EMEP Meeting of Experts on Background Volatile Organic
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Compounds Monitoring
Germany

conference was to review scientific
progress in data assimilation over a
wide range of activities which could
benefit from advanced analysis techniques, such as weather forecasting,
stu dies of climate variability, and
modelling of the ocean and its
coupling with the atmosphere, as
well as the improvement of observing systems.

Participants at the WMO International Workshop on Limited-area
and Variab le R es ol u tion Models
(Beijing, October) reviewed state-ofthe-art methodologies on LAM which
could be useful for WMO Members.
The first of a new regular series of
Long-range Forecasting Progress
Reports , covering the period 19931994, was published in 1995. It
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Public Weather Services
Programme
The second Expert Meeting on
Public Weather Services was held in
Geneva (3-6 April 1995). It reviewed
the activities undertaken to implement the programme since its
establishment in 1994, carried out a
detailed revision of the draft "Guide
on public weather services practices"
and addressed issues such as the
need to improve public weather
services in both developing and
developed countries and the future
activities of the programme itself.
The Executive Council expressed
concern about the proliferation of
weath er forecasts from different
media sources, in particular international television broadcasts by satellite. Discussions were held between
the Secretariat, and the producers
and disseminators of such forecasts,
with a view to agreeing on a "best
practice" and a common policy. This
initial dialogue has been fruitful and
all concerned have demonstrated a
willingness to cooperate.
A Training ·Workshop on Public
Weather Services with Particular
Emphasis on TV Weather Presentation and Communication Skills was
held in Singapore (24 April-5 May)
for Members of Regions II and V. It
featured lectures and discussions on
trends, policies and the impact on
national practices of private sector
involvement in the domain of public
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weather services. Practical training
in communication techniques
resulted in improved skills for TV
weather presentations (see p. 3). An
Expert Meeting on Public Weather
Services and Hurricane Disaster
Preparedness, held in Trinidad and
Tobago (December 1995), addressed
issues related to the use of seasonal
forecasts in disaster mitigation and
the provision of early warnings.
Twelfth Congress added a new
project "strengthening capacities of
NMSs in providing weather services
to the public" to the programme.

Agricultural Meteorology
Programme
Commission for Agricultural
Meteorology (CAgM)

The eleventh session of the CAgM
was held in Havana, Cuba, from 13
to 24 February 1995.
With its scientific and technical
expertise, the Commission plays an
important role in providing guidance
on drought monitoring and mitigation, and in the prevention and
control of land degradation. It also
deals with the wide range of agrometeorological applications in areas
such as irrigation, forestry, food
security, early warning systems and
environmental protection, as well as
in combating the harmful effects of
locust invasions on agriculture, epidemics of animal diseases, and
extreme weather and climate events.
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The Commission decided to prepare guidelines on the improvement
of management practices in agriculture, animal husbandry and forestry
(including agroforestry), to help
Members cope with climate variability and change, and on land- and
crop-management strategies for
sustainable agricultural development in general.
Sharing experience on national
practices for the exchange and use of
agrometeorological data and products was advocated; CAgM agreed
that the assessment and consolidation of requirements for data and
products should continue in support
of national, subregional and regional
activities and WMO programmes.
Training and education continued
to receive priority attention. The
Commission instituted a survey of
methodologies to assess the impact
of various teaching programmes
with a view to improving training in
agricultural meteorology.
Priority areas were identified for
future training events: efficient use
of water and energy in agriculture;
economical and environmentallyfriendly ways to control pests and
diseases; control of selected natural
hazards; and establishment of operational agrometeorological services.
The Commission decided that its
first award should be conferred on
Prof. J. J. Burgos (Argentina), the
first president of the Commission, for
his outstanding contributions and
exceptionally long service to CAgM.
Desertification and drought

Participants at the
second Expert
Meeting on Public
Weather Services,
Geneva, April 1995
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Information on WMO's activities
related to the International Convention to Combat Desertification
CINCD) is given on page 8.
WMO co-sponsored and participated in a number of workshops on
drought and desertification organized by national Meteorological
Services and by INCD.
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Stabilization of sand dunes and systematic tree planting in order to halt desertification in Assaba
province, Mauritania (WCC/Jonas Ekstromerj

An Expert Meeting on Agrometeorological Techniques: Drought
Monitoring Aspects brought together
experts from seven countries as well
as representatives of WMO, FAO
and UNEP to discuss aspects of
drought occurrence, prediction and
management.
Seminars and workshop

Two roving seminars on the application of climatic data for effective
planning and management of water
for sustainable irrigated agriculture
were held in Mozambique and
Madagascar.
At the kind invitation of the
Government of Gambia, WMO, in
cooperation with UNSO, organized a
Training Workshop on Drought Preparedness and Management in
Banjul, from 4 to 9 September, for 58
West African participants (agrometeorologists, hydrologists, agronomists, and specialists in water
management and use). It was
opened by Ms Ndye Isatou Njie,
Executive Director of the National
Environmental Agency. The specific
objectives of the workshop were to:
• Exchange ideas on the strengths
and weaknesses of current
drought prediction, monitoring,
impact assessment, adjustment
and response efforts;
• IdentifY research and information
needed to improve national capa-

bility to assess and respond to
drought.
Norbert Gerbier-MUMM International
Award

Drs J. B. Kerr and C. T. McElroy
(Canada), winners of the 1995
Gerbier-MUMM award for their
paper "Evidence of large upward
trends in UV-B radiation linked to
ozone depletion", were presented
with their awards at a ceremony
held during the forty-seventh session
of the Executive Council.

Aeronautical Meteorology
Programme
The Executive Council (June 1995)
approved the alignment of WMO
Technical Regulations [C.3.1] with
Amendment 70 to ICAO Annex 3
and the consequential changes to
WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.3]
- Format and Preparation of Flight
Documentation - stemming from

Amendment 70. Both parts of the
WMO Technical Regulations, [C.3.1]
and [C.3.3], became applicable on
1 January 1996.
The implementation of the World
Area Forecast System (WAFS)
reached a new level in 1995 with the
start of satellite broadcasts of WAFS
data and products in the first half of
the year from both the London and
Washington World Area Forecast
Centres (WAFCs ). In coordination
with ICAO, four WAFS Satellite
Broadcast Implementation Seminars
were held in Kenya, Romania,
Senegal and Thailand to help countries receiving the broadcasts familiarize themselves with the new tool.
Topics included meteorological and
telecommunication aspects of the
satellite broadcasts, administrative
and procedural aspects for the physical implementation of VSAT and
user terminal equipment, legal
aspects for access to WAFS broadcasts and management, operation
and monitoring of WAFS centres.
Continued progress was made in
the automated production of significant weather forecasts (SIGWX) by
the London WAFC. A Workshop on
the Provision of Automated Significant Weather Forecasts for Aviation
was held in Bracknell, UK, in June.
The joint ICAO/WMO project
consisting of a two-way multi-point
telecommunication service for both
the WAFS satellite broadcasts and
the new RMTN in RA IV was implemented and became operational.
The Operating Consortium of
ASDAR Participants (OCAP) Programme Board met in Geneva, in
February 1995, to review the status
of the ASDAR programme and funds
as well as the development of the
Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay
(AMDAR) system. The OCAP

AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

Title

13-24 February
Havana, Cuba

Commission for Agricultural Meteorology - eleventh session

28- 30 June
Geneva

Expert Meeting on Agrometeorological Techniques: Drought
Monitoring Aspects

NOTE: Training events are listed on pp. 39 and 40.
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Executive Board (June 1995)
addressed the installation and certification of ASDAR units, operational
support aspects and the progress
achieved in the KLM AMDAR
installations. As on 31 December
1995, a total of 17 AS DAR units had
been installed and were reporting.
The annual UKlWMO Seminar
on the Application and Interpretation of NWP Products in Aviation
Forecasting was held in Reading,
UK, in July 1995. Twenty-two participants from areas receiving the
London WAFS satellite broadcasts,
namely Europe, Africa, the Middle
East and western Asia, attended this
successful training event. The texts
of the lectures presented have been
distributed to all WMO RMTCs. A
successful Asia/Pacific Regional
Workshop on Volcanic Ash Hazards,
co-sponsored by ICAO and WMO,
was organized by the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology in September .
1995. It was attended by participants from the region as well as
representatives of Volcanic Ash
Advisory Centres and several
airlines.

Marine Meteorology and
Associated Oceanographic
Activities Programme
A long-term global XBT ship-ofopportunity programme

The Ocean Observing System
Development Panel (O OSDP) was

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

Title

21-24 February
Geneva

Operating Consortium of ASDAR Participants - Programme
Board

5-6 June
Geneva

Operating Consortium of AS DAR Participants - Executive
Board

30 June
Brackneli, UK

CAeM Working Group on Advanced Techniques Applied to
Aeronautical Meteorology

8-9 November
Beaufort Park, UK

Operating Consortium of ASDAR Participants - Executive
Board

NOTE: Training events are listed on pp. 39 and 40.

established under the WCRP to provide a detailed assessment of a longterm ocean observation network
which would be required for monitoring, research and prediction of shortterm global climate variability.
IGOSS has, for many years, managed a small operational XBT shipof-opportunity programme, and has
also developed the necessary infrastructure for the global exchange (on
the GTS), monitoring, quality control
and processing of data from this and
other similar programmes. It was
therefore logical that IGOSS should
assume responsibility for the international coordination, on a long-term
operational basis, of the low-density
XBT ship-of-opportunity network
established under TOGA and
WOCE, in response to the recom-

The World Area Forecast System
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Buenos Aires

mendation of the OOSDP. A plan for
this coordination, and for the management ofthe data, was developed,
revised and adopted by the joint
IOC/WMO Committee for IGOSS
during 1995. A transition meeting
for the management of the ship-ofopportunity network took place in
October 1995.
Operational ocean monitori ng with
ground-based radars

A workshop on operational ocean
monitoring using surface-based
radars was organized by WMO and
IOC as a means to explore the possibilities for using such radar
systems for operational ocean monitoring purposes, through facilitating
interaction between radar operators
and the potential users of their
observations. The workshop took
place in Geneva in March 1995 and
included presentations on the
current status, applications and
future development potential of
ground-based radar systems, as well
as the requirements of potential
users such as the managers of
harbours, ship traffic terminals,
shipping company operations and
offshore petroleum fields.
The workshop proceedings,
published by WMO, contains the
texts of almost all the presentations,
together with a summary of the
conclusions and recommendations. It
provides a useful overview of the
present status of ground-based ocean
radars, their operational applications and future development
trends.

MARINE METEOROLOGY AND ASSOCIATED
OCEANOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME MEETINGS
Date and place

Title

23-27 January
Geneva

ACC Sub-committee on Oceans and Coastal Areas second session

6-8 March
Geneva

Workshop on Ground-based Ocean Remote Sensing

27-30 March
Geneva

I-GOOS Strategy Sub-committee - first session

24-26 April
Paris, France

J-GOOS - second session

6-9 June
Paris, France

I-GOOS - second session

18-20 July
Bangkok, Thailand

Implementation Planning Meeting, SEACAMP project

25-29 September
St Petersburg,
Russian Federation

Steering Group for the Global Digital Sea Ice Data Bank fifth session

2-20 October
Melbourne, Australia

Marine Meteorology Training Course

16-20 October
Ottawa, Canada

IGOSS Ship-of-Opportunity Programme Managers - sixth
session

17-20 October
Pretoria, South Africa

DBCP - eleventh session

23-25 October
Ottawa, Canada

IGOSS Task team on Quality Control for Automated
Systems - third session

23-25 October
Pretoria, South Africa

Meeting on the Argos Joint Tariff Agreement - fifteenth
session

20-29 November
Paris, France

Joint 10CIWMO Committee for IGOSS - seventh session

4-8 December
Boulder, USA

Workshop on Numerical Wave Analysis and Prediction

their completion. The session also
reviewed urgent GOOS observing
system implementation issues and,
where n ecessary, recomme nd ed
action to be taken.
The second session of I-GOOS
was attended by some 50 delegates
from 20 countries and five international organizations. The main
actions taken by the session related
directly to recommendations and
proposals from the Strategy Subcommittee. It approved the outline of
the GOOS Strategic Plan ; established an ad hoc working group to
prepare a comprehensive review of
existing services, development
trends, inadequacies and requirements; developed a plan to assist
and encourage socio-economic studies and surveys of the benefits and
costs of GOOS; agreed to sponsor a
series of development workshops, to
focus on furthering the involvement
of developing countries in GOOS;
and established an ad hoc Priorities
Working Group, to prepare an initial
implementation plan for GOOS.
A major first step in the scientific
design of GOOS was taken with the
publication in early 1996 ofthe final
report of the Ocean Observing System Development Panel. The report
was adopted by the second session of
J-GOOS, which agreed to establish,
jointly with GCOS and WCRP, a
follow-up panel to the OOSDP, to
further the development of an ocean
climate observing system.

NOTE: Training events are listed on pp. 39 and 40.

Global Ocean Observing System

In 1995 , some important developments in the Global Ocean Observing System (G OOS ) were agreed
upon at three major GOOS-related
me eti ngs: the first session of the
Strategy Sub-committee of the
Intergovernmental Committee for
GOOS (I-GOOS); the second session
ofthe Joint Scientific and Technical
Committee for GOOS (J-GOOS); and
the second session ofl-GOOS.
All three meetings recognized the
pressing n eed to demonstrate clearly

to governments not only that GOOS
is capable of providing the oceanographic data and products which
they require, but also that it can
already do so. Specific steps were
taken towards accelerating the
implementation of GOOS.
The primary task of the Strategy
Sub-committee was, and remains,
the preparation of a comprehensive
GOOS Strategic Plan. The subcommittee developed a detailed
outline of the plan, a methodology for
its completion,and a set of critical
action items with fixed deadlines for
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World Hydrological Cycle
Observing System (WHYCOS)

in assessing the reasons for the rise HYCOS-components. Initial efforts
in mean sea-level.
have been focused on Mrica, where
WHYCOS is being promoted and the monitoring networks were the
The promotion of a major long-term implemented with the support of the weakest and the needs the greatest.
initiative for improving operational World Bank and other agencies. It is Other components currently being
activities, as well as increasing conceived as a tool for improving the developed are: MED-HYCOS for the
understanding of the hydrological collection, dissemination and use of countries of the Mediterranean rim;
cycle, through the development of high-qu ality, standardized and SADC-HYCOS for southern Mrica;
the World Hydrological Cycle consistent hydrological and related AOC-HYCOS for the countries of
Observing System has been one of information at national, river basin, western and central Africa; and
WMO's principal efforts during regional and international levels. IGADD-HYCOS for eastern Mrica.
recent years. This is seen as a con- The WHYCOS concept involves the Plans are also being considered for
tribution to the follow-up to the creation of a worldwide network an Aral Sea basin component and for
International Conference on Water which will consist initially of about a CARIB-HYCOS in the Caribbean
and the Environment (Dublin, 1992) 1 000 benchmark stations (hydro- region.
and as a response to the recent call logical observatories) sited on major
by the UN Commission on Sustain- rivers. Each station will monitor up MED-HYCOS
ab le Development in 1994 for an to 15 variables, such as water level, MED-HYCOS, launched in 1995,
improved knowledge base of the river flow, sediment load, water qual- will help improve water resources
world's water resources.
ity and related meteorological data. assessment and management in the
The improvement of water The stations will use data-collection countries of the Mediterranean basin
resources measurements and assess- platforms (DCPs) for transmitting and will extend to the heavily polments are needed , not only for data via geostationary satellites, luted Black Sea basin.
The World Bank provided funds
national purposes, but also for such as METEOSAT, and via polar
understanding global and large-scale orbiting satellites to national, for the installation of20 DCPs. Italy,
regional processes. For example, the regional and global centres. WMO's Malta and Spain have a lready
water budget ofthe oceans, which is Global Telecommunication System expressed their willingness to
support the project and additional
influenced by precipitation and river will be employed where applicable.
WHYCOS is being planned as a funds will be sought from internainflows, is critical for understanding
climate variability and change and series of regional and subregional tional sponsors. The first MEDHYCOS products are expected to be
Data-collection platforms are used to transmit WHYCOS-Africa data via satellite to regional and
available by the second half of 1996.
global centres for processing and use (ORSTOM/Gaulier)
ORSTOM, the French Scientific
Research Institute for Development
in Cooperation , hosts the Pilot
Regional Centre that serves as the
focal point of a dynamic network,
linking all the MED-HYCOS project
partners.

Comprehensive assessment of
the freshwater resources of the
world
At its second session in 1994, the
UN Commission on Su stainable
Development considered matters
relating to fresh water a nd decided
to request a compreh ensive assessment of freshwater resources in
order to identify the availability of
such resources, make projections of
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the World Bank produced comprehensive studies diagnosing a serious
decline in water resources monitoring activities in most countries.
In order to address this issue, an
African "Conference on Water
Resources: Policy and Assessment"
was convened by WMO and the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UN/ECA) in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, in March 1995. The
conference agreed on an African
Water Resources Assessment Program me - Policy, Strategy and
Action Plan. The plan a ims to
enh ance self-reliance t hrough various means, including the developParticipants in the Conference on Water Resources: Policy and Assessment, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
ment of indigenous technology and
March 1995
capacity building for su stainability.
Another approach would be to pool
future needs, and identify problems also in French and Spanish, is being the human and financial resources of
to be considered by the special prepared. The revision of the hand- regional organizations , such as
session of the UN General Assembly book is expected to produce a IGADD, SADC and ECOWAS, in
in 1997. This request was directed at methodology that is more user- regional and inter-regional proagencies of the UN system. A friendly. The draft version should be grammes and in developing an
Steering Committee composed of available in late 1996. There are approach to water resources assessmembers of the UN ACC Sub- plans to convert the methodology ment that is affordable and thus suscommittee on Water Resources and into an "expert system" at a later tainable. The long-term objective of
the strategy is to:
the Stockholm Environment Insti- date.
... rehabilitate, build and/or adapt
tute was established to oversee the
the institutional, financial, manwork. The sub-committee agreed African strategy and action plan
that the report should contain the for water resources assessment
power and technological capacity of
following chapters:
The capacity to monitor and assess
the relevant services of the countries and regional bodies concerned,
• A statement of the purpose of the water resources in Africa has weakso as to enable them to assess
assessment;
ened significantly during the last
national water resources on a
• A synthesis of the availability, decades and it has become increassustained and continuous basis for
variability, use and quality of ingly difficult to develop water
their development, management
freshwater resources, including resources scientifically. This is one of
relevant land use, soils and envir- the reasons why from 1988 to 1992
and protection.
onmental data;
• An identification of current and While some areas will still have abundant water, the scarcity of fresh water in many countries will be a
major concern in the 21 st century (WMO/Mermillod)
future needs and problems; and
• Strategies for the sustainable
development of freshwater
resources of the world.
WMO and UNESCO were
appointed task managers for the
second chapter, which will include
contributions from FAO, WHO ,
UNIDO and UNEP. An expert group
met in Geneva (17-19 July) to plan
the chapter. A first draft of the
complete report was ready at the end
of1995.
As supporting background material, a revised version of the WMOI
UNESCO Handbook for National
Evaluation of Water R eso urces
Assessment Activities, published in
English in 1988 and subsequently
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WATER USE
The amount of water used by each
person varies dramatically. Arecent study
indicates that for rural communities,
where water is drawn from a river or
village well, the consumption is some ten
litres per head per day, but that figure can
rise to as much as 600 litres per person
per day in some parts of the USA.
The amount of water being used is
rising rapidly all over the world, particularly in developing countries. Wateravailability trends, however, are alarming.
Some estimates suggest that, at the turn
of the century, the amount of water available to each person in Africa will be onequarter of that in 1950 and in Asia and
South America it will be about one-third
of the 1950 figures.
There are many competing demands
for water, one recent survey estimates
that 85 per cent is used for agriculture,
ten per cent by industry and five per cent
for domestic purposes.

Both the strategy and action plan
were formally adopted by the Conference of Ministers of UNIECA and
by WMO Twelfth Congress. WMO
and UNIECA, which were requested
to take the leadership role, have
launched programmes to implement
the action plan. The plan is incorporated in the UN System-wide Special
Initiative on Africa.

Global Runoff Data Centre
The Global Runoff Data Centre
(GRDC) provides a mechanism for
the international exchange of data
pertaining to river flows and surface
water runoff. At present the centre
holds records from some 3 500
stations in nearly 150 countries.
The GRDC has played, and will
continue to play, an important role in
international scientific and technical
programmes in the years ahead. For
example, it supplies data that are
essential to studies of the availability of water resources, as called for in
the follow-up to Agenda 21. The
centre is also involved in the comprehensive assessment of the world's
water resources (see p. 34) and is
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able to provide the data that are
needed for assessments under the
UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change. The centre is initiating routine analyses of global
water data as a contribution to
assessments of the global environment and climate change.

HOMS
The sixteenth supplement to the
HOMS Reference Manual (HRM)
was issued in February 1995. It contains descriptions of 18 new and 17
revised components and two revised
sequences. Some old components
have been removed, either because
they had not been requested for
several years or because a supplier
could no longer be found. At present
446 components are available.
WMO is developing a series of
information services based on a
World Wide Web or hypertext server.
The HOMS Office is developing a
hypertext version of the HRM for use
on this system. The initial intention
is to provide a search capability for
HOMS components, following the
HOMS classification system or by
using HOMS sequences.

deuterium concentrations in precipitated water and surface-air
temperature, precipitation totals and
the prevailing atmospheric circulation patterns, thus making them
useful as proxies for past hydrological and climate parameters.
An International Workshop on
Tracing Isotopic Composition of Past
and Present Precipitation
Opportunities for Climate and Water
Studies - was held from 23 to
25 January 1995 in Ruttihubelbad,
Switzerland. It was organized jointly
by WMO, IAEA, the Past Global
Changes Project of the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
and IAHS. The workshop provided a
rare opportunity for a dialogue
between scientists , who employ
isotope tools for reconstruction of
paleo-environmental conditions, and
those who have both operational and
theoretical expertise focused on the
present day aspects of the water
cycle and the climate system.

STEND

STEND, the System for Technology
Exchange for Natural Disasters, is a
WMO demonstration project for the
IDNDR. It aims to collect informaIsotopes: opportunities for
tion on the technology available for
climate and water studies
natural disaster reduction and to
Isotopic composition of past and publicize the availability of this techpresent precipitation has become a nology, with a view to transferring it
benchmark for the interpretation of to new users. STEND is based on
paleo-records and a validation tool HOMS, the WMO system for techfor global circulation models . In nology transfer in operational
particular, the results from the hydrology that has been in operation
analysis of deep ice cores in since 1981.
A major effort was made to publiGreenland, together with studies of
other paleo-environmental records cize STEND at the XXI General
derived from groundwater, lake Assembly of the International Union
deposits and organic matter, have of Geodesy and Geophysics, held in
confirmed the possibility of re- Boulder, Colorado, USA, in July
constructing past climates with 1995, with the aim of collecting new
improved resolution and reliability. components. As a result of this effort,
The stable isotope composition of the STEND Advisory Committee
past precipitation, recorded in the approved, in November 1995 , a
natural paleo-archives of the Earth, number of STEND components in
contains essential information on the seismology and volcanology in addibehaviour of the water cycle and its tion to those already available in
relationship to climate change. Base- hydrology. All components will be
line data for these studies have been listed in the STEND Reference
collected since 1961 by the IAEAI Manual to be published in early
WMO global network "Isotopes in 1996. In the meantime, information
precipitation" (GNIP). The data on the components is available on
gathered so far demonstrate the the WMO home page on the World
links between oxygen-18 and Wide Web of the Internet.

World Water Day
HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES PROGRAMME
MEETINGS
Date and place

TItle

23- 25 January
Tracing Isotopic Composition of Past and Present Precipitation Ruttihubelbad , Switzerland Opportunities for Climate and Water Studies
6-8 February
Geneva

WHYCOS Concept Panel

12-16 March
Muscat, Oman

International Conference on Water Resources Management in
Arid Countries

20- 25 March
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Conference on Water Resources: Policy and Assessment (a
follow-up to the World BankJUNDP Sub-Saharan Africa
Hydrological Assessment Programme)

27-28 March
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

RA I Implementation/Coordination Meeting on Hydrology and
Water Resources

24- 26 April
Krakow, Poland

Second International Conference on "Hydrological Processes in
the Catchment"

17-1 9 May
Montpellier, France

MED-HYCOS Scientific and Technical Meeting

3-14 July
Boulder, USA

IAHS Meetings at XXI General Assembly of IUGG

10-21 July
Cuenca, Ecuador

Regional Training Course on Tracer Hydrology

17-19 July
Geneva

Expert Group on Data Synthesis for the Comprehensive
Assessment of the Freshwater Resources of the World

19-21 July
Geneva

Review of Methodology for Evaluation of National Water
Resources Assessment Activities

11-13 September
Paris, France

Statistical and Bayesian Methods in Hydrological Sciences:
An international conference in honour of Jacques Bernier

13 September
Paris, France

Expert meeting on WCP-Water Project

2-6 October
Reston, USA

CHy Working Group on Hydrological Forecasting and
Applications for Water Management - second session

2-7 October
Silver Spring, USA

CHy Working Group on Operational Hydrology, Climate and the
Environment - second session

11 - 19 October
San Juan, Puerto Rico

RA IV Working Group on Hydrology - sixth session - in
conjunction with a HOMS Implementation/Coordination Meeting

30 Oct.- 3 Nov.
Geneva

STEND Advisory Committee - second session

1-7 November
Montevideo, Uruguay

CHy Advisory Working Group - third session

13-17 November
Bangkok, Thailand

International Workshop Hydrocoast 95 - Water Related Problems
in Low-lying Coastal Areas

14-22 November
Melbourne, Australia

CHy Working Group on Data Acquisition and Processing
Systems - second session - in conjunction with an Expert
Meeting on Intercomparison of Data-collection Systems

27 Nov.-1 Dec.
Hanoi, Viet Nam

RA II Working Group on Hydrology

World Water Day i s celebrated each
year on 22 March . In 1995, t h e
theme cho se n was "Women and
water". In the majority of the w orld's
hou se hold s, it i s the women who
generally control and manage the
u se of water.
In developing countries, in particular, women are b ecoming increasingly involved in community water
proj ects and programme s, such as
the building of wells and ditches,
water supply and sanitation
sch emes and planning and managing avail abl e water. Howeve r , the
managerial capabilities of women
n eed to be str engthen ed so that they
can play an increasingly prominent
and positive role in the developm ent
and m anagem ent of water resources
at the advisory, policy-making and
operational l evel s. Greater educational opportunities are therefore
essential.
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Introduction
FELLOWSHIPS AWARDED IN 1995
The Education and Training Programme assists Members to educate
and train personnel for the development of their Meteorological and
Hydrological Services, thus enabling
them to discharge their ongoing
operational responsibilities and meet
new challenges.
Activities focus on the application
of the latest technologies in the
training process, span a wide range
of subject matters, and include the
exchange of knowledge, resources
and expertise among Members.
The results of the 1994 survey of
Members' training needs for the
period 1996-1999 were published as
WMO/TD-No. 668 . This technical
document, which has been made
available to Twelfth Congress and
other constituent bodies, provides an
objective assessment of issues
related to present and foreseen
national and regional training
requirements.

Education and training meetings
A number of training events were
organized or co-sponsored during
1995; particular attention was given
to training instructors and to creating closer links between national
training institutions. The follOWing
events are noteworthy:
• The second International Conference on Computer-aided Learning

Programmes or
sources of support

Long-term
fellowships

Training events of
short duration

11

7

UNDP
VCP

24

VCP(F)

61

2

7

9
19
37

WMO regular budget

16

4
43

Total

46

126

Trust funds

5

Partial assistance was provided to 40 additional fellows

and Distance Learning in
Meteorology (Toulouse, France,
17-21 July);
• The Symposium on Education
and Training in Meteorology and
Operational Hydrology: Curriculum Needs Beyond 2000
(Toulouse, France, 24-28 July);
• The Meeting of Directors/
Principals of Regional Meteorological Training Centres (RMTCs)
(Toulouse, France, 23 July);
• The Training Course on the
Management of Meteorological
Training Centres (Turin, Italy,
16-27 October).
The WMO Secretariat provided
contributions to the fourth session of
the Coordinating Committee of the
Standing Conference of Heads of
Training Institutions of National

HeadsofWMO
RMTCsatthe
Symposium on
Education and
Training in
Meteorology and
Operational Hydrology: Curriculum
needs beyond 2000,
Toulouse, July 1995
(METEO-FRANCE)
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Short-term
fellowships

Meteorological Services (SCHOTI)
and to the fourth meeting of
SCHOTI held in Toulouse, France,
on 22 and 29 July, respectively.
Visits were made to the RMTCs in
Kenya and Uzbekistan, and to
national training centres in
Romania, Spain and 'IUrkmenistan.

Regional Meteorological Training
Centres (RMTCs)
The worldwide network of WMO
RMTCs now comprises 22 centres.
The large majority of them carried
out their routine training programmes satisfactorily and organized specialized courses in response
to the needs of Members.
The Secretariat continued to
assist centres and to monitor their
activities to ensure a high standard
of performance. Assistance was
provided in the form of training
publications and materials, visiting
scientists and the training of RMTC
instructors. WMO also supported the
attendance of DirectorslPrinci pals of
centres at the Symposium on Education and Training and its related
meetings.

Training publications
The preparation of new training
publications continued, as did the

TRAINING COURSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS ORGANIZED BY WMO
Subject area

Event title

Location

Dates

Language(s)

Agrometeorology

Training Workshop on Drought Preparedness and
Management in Western Africa

Banjul, Gambia

4-9 September

English/French

CLiCOM

WMO Computer Training and Applications Course
for English-speaking participants from RA I

Niamey, Niger
(WMO RMTC)

20-31 March

English

Training Seminar on CLiCOM Development and Climate
Matters in Eastern Europe and other Selected Countries
in Region VI

Bratislava, Slovakia

3-14 April

English

WMO Computer Training and Applications Workshop
for French-speaking participants from RA I

Niamey, Niger
(WMO RMTC)

16 Oct.-3 Nov.

French

RA III CLiCOM Development Experts' Meeting

Santiago, Chile

6-18 November

English/Spanish

Climatology

Training Seminar on Climate Change Issues

Madrid, Spain

30 Nov.-8 Dec.

English

Data assimilation

WMO International Symposium on Assimilation of
Observations in Meteorology and Oceanography

Tokyo, Japan

13-17 March

English

Data management

Global Training Seminar on Data Quality

Toulouse, France

20-25 March

English/French

Training Seminar/Planning Meeting on Data Rescue
in RA IV

Bridgetown, Barbados
(WMO RMTC)

24-28 July

English

Regional Training Seminar on WWW Data Management
for RA III

Buenos Aires, Argentina 13-17 November
(WMO RMTC)

English/Spanish

Symposium on Education and Training in Meteorology and Toulouse, France
Operational Hydrology: Curriculum Needs Beyond 2000

24-28 July

English/French/
Russian/Spanish

Training Course on the Management of Meteorological
Training Centres

Turin, Italy

16-27 October

English

Hydrology

Conference on Water Resources: Policy and Assessment

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

20-23 March

English/French

Instruments

Training Workshop for Instrument Specialists (Class III)
ofRAI

Cairo, Egypt
(WMO RMTC)

7-12 October

English

Management

Technical Conference on Management of Meteorological
Services in RA V

Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

7-11 March

English

Technical Conference on Management and Development
of the Meteorological and Hydrological Services of RA III
and RA IV

Cartagena, Colombia

13-18 March

English/Spanish

Marine
meteorology

Training Seminar on Numerical Wave Analysis and
Prediction

Boulder, USA

4-8 December

English

NWP

International Workshop on Limited-area and Variable
Resolution Models

Beijing, China

23-27 October

English

RA III/IV Training Workshop on the Use of GDPS Products

San Jose, Costa Rica
(WMO RMTC)

6-11 February

English/Spanish

Ozone

Training Workshop for the Southern Cone Ozone
Project Observers

Buenos Aires, Argentina 3-10 May
(WMO RMTC)

English

Satellite
meteorology

Regional Training Seminar on the Use of Environmental
Satellite Data in Meteorological Applications for RAs III/IV

San Jose, Costa Rica
(WMO RMTC)

6-17 November

English/Spanish

Miami, USA

20 Feb.-3 March

English

Fifth Regional Workshop on Asian/African Monsoon
Emphasizing Training Aspects

New Delhi, India
(WMO RMTC)

30 Jan.-3 Feb.

English

Workshop on Tropical Cyclone Forecasting and Warning

Arusha, Tanzania

25-27 September

English/French

Education and
training

Tropical meteorology RA IV Workshop on Hurricane Forecasting and Waming
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TRAINING COURSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS CO·SPONSORED OR JOINTLY SUPPORTED
BYWMO
Subject area

Event title

Location

Dates

Language(s)

Aeronautical
meteorology

WAFS Satellite Broadcast Implementation Training
Seminar

Dakar, Senegal
Brasov, Romania
Bangkok, Thailand
Nairobi, Kenya

24-26 April
22-25 May
24-27 July
27-29 November

French
English
English
English

Workshop on the Provision of Automated Significant .
Weather Forecasfs for Aviation

Bracknell, UK

26-30 June

English

Application and Interpretation of NWP Products in Aviation
Forecasting

Reading, UK

10-14 July

English

ASIA/PAC Regional Workshop on Volcanic Ash Hazards

Darwin, Australia

18-21 September

English

International Postgraduate Course in Crop-weather
Modelling

Bet Dagan, Israel
(WMO RMTC)

23 Jan.-27 Feb.

English

Joint WMO/FAO/UNEP Roving Seminar on the Use of
Data for Effective Planning and Management of Water for
Sustainable Irrigated Crop Production

Antananarivo,
Madagascar
(WMO RMTC) and
Maputo, Mozambique

10-21 July

French

27 Sept.-13 Oct.

French

Workshop on Sub-Saharan Drought

Trieste, Italy

21 July-4 Aug.

English/French

Postgraduate Course in Agrometeorology

Bet Dagan, Israel
(WMO RMTC)

1 Nov.-10 Dec.

English

Second International Postgraduate Course in Database
Construction Maintenance

Bet Dagan, Israel
(WMO RMTC)

8 May-9 June

English

Workshop on the Need of Meteorological and Hydrological
Data for the Insurance Industry

Port of Spain,
Trinidad and Tobago

26-27 October

English

International Workshop on Drought in Morocco

Rabat, Morocco

29 June

National Workshop on Combating Desertification

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 29-31 August

Agrometeorology

Data management

Drought and
desertification

Toulouse, France
Education and training Second International Conference on Computer-aided
Learning and Distance Learning in Meteorology (CALMet 95)

17-21 July

English/French

Workshop on Computer-aided Learning (CAL)

Boulder, USA

11-13 December

English

Environment

Roving Training Seminar on Precipitation Chemistry
Techniques for Selected East European Experts

Newark, USA

6-16 November

English

Hydrology

International Postgraduate Course on Hydrology

Budapest, Hungary

1 Feb.-31 July

English

International Postgraduate Course in Hydrometeorology

Bet Dagan, Israel
(WMO RMTC)

6 March-4 April

English

Regional Training Course on Tracer Hydrology

Cuenca, Ecuador

10-21 July

English

Training Course in Hydrological Forecasting

Davis, USA

11 July-1 5 Sept.

English

Postgraduate Diploma Course in Hydrology

Nairobi, Kenya
(WMO RMTC)

Oct. 95-June 96

English

International Postgraduate Diploma and Master Course
in Hydrology

Roorkee, India

July 95-July 96

English

Marine meteorology

Marine Meteorology Course

Melbourne, Australia

2-20 October

English

Meteomedia

Training Workshop on Public Weather Services with
particular emphasis on TV Weather Presentation and
Communication Skills

Singapore

24 April-5 May

English

NWP

Advanced Training Course on Numerical Weather
Prediction

ECMWF, Reading, UK

26 April-23 June

English

Training Course on Interpretation of Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP) Products

Nanjing, China
(WMO RMTC)

9 Oct.-9 Nov.

English

Geneva, Switzerland

6-8 March

English

Satellite meteorology Workshop on Ground-based Ocean Remote Sensing
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REGIONAL METEOROLOGICAL TRAINING CENTRE (RMTC) IN CHINA
The Nanjing Institute of Meteorology, founded in 1960 under the
auspices of the China Meteorological Administration, is one of the key
institutions of higher education in China. In 1993 it was recognized by
the Executive Council as a WMO RMTC in Region II (Asia) for the training of Class I meteorological personnel.
The Institute consists of five departments: Meteorology, Applied
Meteorology, Atmospheric Physics, Computer and Information
Engineering and Basic Sciences. In addition, sections have been set
up on Graduate Studies, Advanced Education and Meteorological
Research.
Avariety of specialities are covered leading to bachelor, master and
doctorate degrees. The total enrollment of students is currently over
3 100, including about 1 400 undergraduates and 200 postgraduates.
Among the 300 faculty members, over 120 are professors and associate professors. The library contains more than 400 000 books and
1 300 periodicals in Chinese and other languages. Many laboratories
are available for teaching and for practical and research work in various
disciplines. They are well equipped with up-to-date instruments such
as weather radars, satellite-image receiving systems, modern computers, climate chambers, Doppler radars, language laboratories and
audiovisual aids. Many teachers carry out a wide range of scientific
research programmes in parallel with their teaching duties.
Most programmes are sponsored by the State Meteorological
Science Foundation, the State Natural Science Foundation and the
State Scientific and Technological Committee. Exchanges with foreign

translation of existing ones from the
original into other WMO languages.
Work is in progress on new publications relating to training of instructors, marketing of meteorological
pl'oducts, an d advanced synoptic
meteorology. Some WMO Members
have contributed cons iderably to
these activities.
WMO publication No. 434, Comp endium of lecture notes in marine
m eteorology for Class III and Class
IV personnel , was published in
Arabic and an Arabic version of
WMO-No. 726 , Comp endium of
lecture motes in climatology for
Class III and Class IV personnel ,
will be issued in 1996.
WMO publication No. 240, Compendium of training fa cilities for
meteorology and operational hydrology, has been revised and updated
in the form of a computer database.
The Database Compendium (DBC240 ), produced using standard
Windows-based software, will be
r eleased in a simplified version as a
hard copy, and as a fully computeriz ed vers ion on di s kett e. The
publication, which is based on in-

universities and research communities are frequent, with many
meteorologists and professors invited for academic visits, cooperative
research or to lecture at the Institute. Since 1990, several international
conferences and training courses on meteorology have been held at
the RMTC on subjects such as long-range weather forecasting, tropical
cyclone forecasting and satellite meteorology.
ATraining Course on the Interpretation of NWP Products
(9 October - 9 November 1995) was attended by 35 participants from
22 countries. Many fundamental methods and principles were studied,
and some operational forecast systems used in Australia, China and
USA were introduced. Scientists from NCAR (USA) and Japan were
invited to give special lectures. The participation of experts from the
National Meteorological Centre of China and the Jiangsu Provincial
Weather Service provided an excellent combination of theoretical and
operational aspects. In addition to a studytour to the Jiangsu
Provincial Weather Service, a series of four workshops was organized,
covering numerical models, statistical methods, simple interpretation
techniques and complicated operational forecasting systems.

formation received from Members,
will be issued and distributed by
mid-1996.

Fellowships
The fellow ship s awarde d in 1995
under the various programmes or
sources of support are listed on p. 38.
A determine d effort was made to
increase the fellowship resources by
tapping extra-budgetary and new
sources of funding . The Governments of Spain and Nigeria provided
new VCP fe llowships during the
year.

Training events
During 1995 a total of 564 persons
participated in 24 training events
organized by WMO in 19 different
countries . The Organization also cos ponsored or jointly s upported 30
training events which were organized by national institutions in
Members countries. The training
events are listed on pp. 39 and 40.

Training Library
As in previous years, the WMO
Training Library continued to
strengthen and expand its holdings
of audiovisual training aids and
computer-aided lea rning (CAL )
modules to meet the increas ing
demands of Me mbers for th ese
materials. In 1995 the Library made
available 132 copies of video films ,
1 set of 100 slides and 66 CAL software packages in response to
requests from Members, training
institutions and other u sers.
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Introduction
In 1995, a number ofWMO Member
countries received technical assistance which was financed mainly by
the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), trust funds, the
Voluntary Cooperation Programme
and the WMO regular budget.
There was a significant decrease
in technical assistance funding in
support of meteorological and hydrological services. In order to provide
the most cost-effective services to
Members, Congress agreed to
harmonize the activities of the
Technical Cooperation and Regional
Programmes. Congress also agreed
that subregional offices could be
established on a trial basis, to bring
the Organization closer to Members.

UNDP and related activities
During the past year, UNDP funding
dropped from US $2.70 million in
1994 to approximately US $1.57
million in 1995. Most of the ongoing
projects are terminating and have
received only limited additional
resources.
UNDP allocated US $550 000 in
1995 for sectoral support missions in
meteorology and operational hydrology. Countries visited included
Cambodia, Kuwait, Maldives,
Slovenia, Syria, the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia and Vanuatu
to assist in the planning and formulation of new projects.
Thirty Members of RA I received
assistance under 13 country projects
and one inter-country project. The
country projects were mostly aimed
at enhancing the capabilities of
national Meteorological and Hydrological Services to provide
specialized services in agrometeorolo gy, climatology, h ydrology and
aeronautical meteorology.
The activities in Asia, the South
Pacific and Europe were mainly
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aimed at ensuring the succ essful
completion of approved projects in
India, Iran, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates (Members
ofRA II), Papua New Guinea (RA V),
and Albania and Hungary (RA VI),
and the implementation of newly
approved projects in Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates.
Colombia benefited from the
implementation of a country project
related to the applications of
meteorology and operational hydrology. It will be completed 1996. A
new project in Colombia, under a
cost-sharing scheme, is expected to
start in 1996.
UNDP regional projects

The UNDPIWMO regional project
"Drought monitoring for eastern and
southern Mrica", under the auspices
of which the Drought Monitoring
Centres in Nairobi, Kenya, and
Harare , Zimbabwe , were established, ended on 31 December 1994.
From January 1995, th e activities of
the two centres are being funded
under a follow-up proj ect with a
UNDP contribution of US $500 000.

l

"
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In 1995, the centres continued to
playa key role in drought management in the region through regular
assessments of climatological conditions and the provision of advance
warnings on the possible occurrence
of drought. Operational activities
were carried out by regional experts
seconded to the centres by participating countries with supplementary
support from project funds .
The regional project "Training in
meteorology for manpower development in South-East Asia and South
Pacific" was completed following the
installation of AFDOS software on
Micro Vax computers in Pakistan
and Sri Lanka.

Global Environment Facility
(GEF)
The Global Environment Facility,
managed by UNDP, the World Bank
and UNEP, ha s been funding the
project "Global monitoring of greenhouse gases including ozone" with a
budget of US $4.8 million. Observing
stations to measure parameters such
as greenhouse gases, ozone and solar
radiation have been set up and are

The new Global Atmosphere Watch station at Tamanrasset, Algeria, established with support from
GEF, started operations in 1994 and is now regularly monitoring the composition of the atmosphere.
A number of instruments and solar-voltaic panels can be seen on the roof of the building (ONM,
AlgeriaiKirouane)

WMO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (TOTAL DELIVERY US $15.68 MILLION IN 1995)

8.4%

43.9%

•

RA-I (48)

•

RA-II (25)

•

RA-III (12)

RA-V (7)

•

UNDP

RA-IV (21)

RA-VI (17)

•

VCP(ES)

Breakdown by number of countries in each
Region receiving assistance (total
130 countries)

operating in Algeria, Argentina,
China and Indonesia; the stations in
Brazil and Kenya are expected to be
operational in 1996_
Two regional projects in Latin
America are also financed by GEF_
The first relates to the monitoring
and research network for greenhouse gases, ozone and UV-B radiation in the Southern Cone of South
America, for which US $1.9 million
was allocated to support the establishment of 11 stations in Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay_ A sum of US $2_9 million was
provided for the second project,
"Regional cooperative activities to
support global change research in
the Inter-American Institute countries"_ Computers in the research
institutions of ten participating
countries were upgraded with software for the application of geographic information systems _
Efforts are being made to secure
more funding from GEF at national
and regional levels_

Voluntary Cooperation
Programme (VCP)
In 1995, 11 donor Members contributed cash amounting to about
US $484 500 to the Voluntary
Cooperation Fund (VCP(F))_ The
money was used mainly for spare
parts, expert services, fellowships,
and high-priority programmes, in

45.8%

•

VCP(F)

RB

TF

Breakdown by source of funds

accorda nce with the allocations
approved by the Executive CounciL
One country utilized the WWW
Implementation Support Revolving
Fund of the VCP, a loan not exceeding US $10 000 per country, for
temporary assistance to purchase
spare parts and consumables_
Within the framework ofthe VCP
Equipment and Services Programme
(VCP(ES)), 24 donors provided
equipment, expert services and
fellowships amounting to about US
$5 400 000 in response to specific
requests from developing countries_
Seventy-four countries received
support for a total of 151 VCP projects (fellowships excluded)_ Of these
projects, 22 were completed in 1995
and 129 are being implemented_
Thirteen projects were aimed at
strengthening surface observing
stations, 24 at strengthening upperair observing stations, 18 at
installing satellite receiving stations,
56 at improving the GTS, 18 at
improving data-processing systems
and 18 at strengthening climatological activities, primarily through
the installation of CLICOM systems,
four other projects were related to
radar stations, hydrological activities
and the applications of meteorology_
During 1995, 63 short-term and
18 long-term fellowships were being
implemented within the framework
of the VCP.

•

Experts

•

Fellows

•

Seminars

Miscellaneous

Equipment

Breakdown by type of assistance

The Netherlands contributed to
the WMO Natural Disaster Assistance Fund in 1995 by replacing
hydrometeorological equipment in
Azerbaijan destroyed during torrential rains_
A study tour and a Workshop on
Meteorological Cooperation between
Members of RA I was arranged in
China (August 1995) for Directors
and senior officials from national
Meteorological Services of 18 African
countries and the Director-General
of the African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development
(ACMAD) _
The Netherlands, Norway and
the UK provided urgently needed
radiosondes and balloons to maintain 12 upper-air observing stations
in some new Member States and
countries with economies in transition in central and eastern Europe_

Trust-fund projects
Trust-fund projects during 1995
covered such areas as the general
improvement and rehabilitation of
station networks, the establishment
of satellite-based telecommunication
systems, support for negotiations
with financing institutions and the
protection of the environment_
In Africa, several trust-fund
projects were being implemented,
mainly in support of early
warning systems, enhancement of
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observational and telecommunication facilities, establishment of geographic information systems,
creation of databases, and training of
specialized personnel. To a large
extent, funding was provided from
the Italian, Swiss and USA contributions to the AGRHYMET programme and the Belgian, French
and UK contributions to ACMAD.
Several countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean are
participating in technical cooperation activities under tru st-fund
agreements. Since 1991, the Government of Finland has been providing
financial support for the FINNIDAI
WMO project for the improvement of
the meteorological services of
Central American countries. The
project is expected to be completed in
1996. In Brazil, the implementation
of the project on water resources and
mining is progressing satisfactorily.
Another trust-fund project in the
field of water resources and chemical

substances has been signed by the
Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural
Resources and WMO; activities will
start in 1996 . Two trust-fund
projects are being carried out in
Venezuela, one in the field of hydrometeorology for the Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources
and the other to improve the
meteorological services of the
Venezuelan Air Force.
The World Hydrological Cycle
Observing System (WHYCOS) is
planned as a series of regional and
subregional HYCOS components
(see p. 34). Under an agreement
signed with the World Bank covering
a sum of US $1.7 million, WMO has
initiated the implementation of the
MED-HYCOS project aimed at
installing 20 automatic stations in
Mediterranean countries to improve
hydrological observing and datacollection systems. WMO also
carried out a project formulation

mission, funded by the European
Union, to SADC countries in connection with a SADC-HYCOS component. It is expected that the
European Union will contribute to
the project.
A trust-fund agreement between
the Romanian Air Traffic Services
Administration and WMO for the
implementation of the project
"Modernization of the aeronautical
meteorological service in Romania"
was signed in 1995. The three-year
project, with a budget of approximately US $7 million, is aimed at
improving aeronautical services in
Romania so that timely and accurate
weather forecasts and warning
services can be provided for civil
aviation purposes as well as for other
weather-sensitive sectors such as
transportation, agriculture and food
production, water supply, energy,
construction and tourism.
A trust-fund agreement was
signed with Switzerland for an

SUPPORT FOR NEW MEMBERS OF WMO
ADonors' Conference in Support of Sustainable Development in the
Newly Independent States and other New Members of WMO was
organized in Geneva, on 11 and 12 April, by WMO in collaboration with
UNDP for the benefit of national Meteorological or Hydrometeorological
Services (NMSs) of the Newly Independent States (NIS) and other new
WMO Members in Europe and central Asia. It was attended by 44
participants, including some senior government officials, from 21 countries and 41 participants representing donor countries, donor agencies/
institutions and representatives of the UN system, including UNDP.
The purpose of the conference was to help enhance awareness of
the need to restore a minimum desirable level of meteorological and
hydrological infrastructure, products and services in support of sustainable development in the NIS and to ascertain the resources required for
that purpose. In that connection, a consolidated document highlighting
the importance of meteorology, including climatology, operational
hydrology and related environmental disciplines to many sectors of the
national economy, as well as the requirements of the Services, was
prepared and widely distributed to the donor community and recipient
countries. Apresentation on the "Role of meteorology and hydrology in
sustainable development" was made by Mr J. P. Bruce, Chair,
Canadian Climate Programme Board.
The conference agreed that NMSs had a very important role to play
in various socio-economic development sectors of their respective
countries and that the products and information they provided were
important components, amongst others, in conducting environmental
impact assessments. As a consequence, there was an urgent and
legitimate need to develop and upgrade those Services and to ensure
that adequate resources were provided to them from national as well
as external sources.
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The proposals and initiatives contained in the consolidated document were of critical importance to the existing scheme of cooperation
between countries as well as with multilateral agencies. In that respect,
the conference agreed that all efforts should be made to ensure appropriate coordination and cooperation in the development and implementation of regional projects of paramount importance, particularly those
related to the Aral, Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas, as well as the area
of the Chernobyl accident and the semi-Palatinsk nuclear test area.
Recipient countries were appreciative of the assistance already
being provided through WMO, or on a bilateral or multilateral basis, to
enable their Services maintain a minimum level of operation and
services. During the conference several donor countries and institutions
indicated that they would support some of the project proposals
included in the consolidated document.
The donor community was encouraged to take into account, when
considering sustainable development projects in the countries
concerned, the need to include meteorological and hydrological
requirements. In the meantime, the donors were invited to review and
consider favourably the proposals submitted and to liaise regularly with
the relevant government officials, individually or collectively, if further
negotiations on the projects proved necessary.

TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROGRAMME MEETINGS

The New S un Foundation was
establish ed in 1993 for the mobilization of resources from the private
sector for the impl e m e nta t ion of
environmental proj ects of interest to
WMO. In 1995, the Foundation
supported the implementation of 13
WMO proj ects, benefitin g 30 countries, to a total value of SFR 777 044
which was largely spent on equipment and fellowships.

Date and place

Title

30 Jan.-1 Feb.
Geneva

Informal Planning Meeting on the Voluntary Cooperation
Programme (VCP)

2-4 February
Geneva

Technical Cooperation Programme Forum

3 March
Geneva

New Sun Foundation - Third Board Meeting

15-18 March
Pretoria, South Africa

Eleventh SATCC Meeting of Directors of Meteorological Services of
the SADC Countries

Associate experts, JPOs and
UNVs scheme

11 -12 April
Geneva

Donors' Conference in Support of Sustainable Development in the
Newly Independent States and other New WMO Members in
Europe and Central Asia

27-29 July
Belize City, Belize

Meeting of the Coordinating Board of the WMO/FINNIDA Project
for the Central American Isthmus

7-17 August
China

VCP Study Tour and Workshop (Beijing) on Meteorological
Cooperation between WMO RA I Members

16-18 November
Abidjan, Cote d'ivoire

Third Meeting of Directors of Meteorological Services of ECOWAS
Member States

In 1995, Junior Professional Officers
(JPO s), financed by France, Italy,
J apan and the Republic of Korea,
w ere working in the Secretariat.
Finla nd , France and Italy financed
associate experts to assist in operational hydrology and climatological
data processing in countries of t h e
Central American Isthmus and at
the AGRHYMET Centre. Two
United Nations Volunteers (UNVs),
from Mada gas car and Zaire , are
working in the Central African
R e public and a third UNV, from
Togo, is carrying out duties in Sao
Tome and Principe.

amount of SFR 750 000 to be u sed
fo r the provision of low-resolution
satellite data receivers to 30 Member
cou ntries in Africa, Europe and Asia.
A feasibility stu dy was carried out,
w ith the support of the Australian
Government, in August/September
1995 to examine the poss ibility of
establishing an Internet-b ase d
communication link b etween the
Drought Monitoring Centres in
H arare and Nairobi and the African
Centre of Meteorological Applications
for Development in Niamey.

Collaboration with regional
organizations
WMO continued to work closely with
t h e Southern African Development
Community (SADC), in particular its
Trans port and Communications
Commission (SATCC), and the InterGovenmlental Authority on Drought
a n d D evelopm e nt (IGADD) to
further the development of meteorol ogica l acti vi ti es in s upport of
e n vi ronmentally s ound eco nomic
and social development in the two
s ubregions. A major undertaking, in
w h ich WMO played a central role,
was the preparation by SATCC of
D raft Protocols for the M eteorology
Sub- sector in the SADC re gion.

WMO a lso worked with SATCC on
the preparation of a new project
proposa l for the region. It will b e
submitted to donors in 1996.
WMO collaborated actively with
the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) on the
preparation and finali za tion of a
progr amm e document in support of
agricul tural production and the
man age ment of e n vironm e nta l
resources in the subregion. Fruitful
contacts have been m a de with potential donors with a view to funding
the proj ect, which was approved by
the third m ee ting of Dire ctors of
Meteorological Services of ECOWAS
M e mb er States (Abidjan , Cote
d'Ivoire, November 1995).

Resource mobilization activities
A number of maj or financial institutions, transnational companies, la rge
consulting e n gin eering firms and
oth e r s have been a pproache d to
obtain financia l s upport for WMO
technical cooperation projects. Some
of these efforts have been aimed at
securing funding from the Worl d
Bank and r egiona l d eve l opm e nt
banks, particularly as regards the
water proj ect in M exico and the
Ibero-American climate proj ect.
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Introduction

the five rapporteurs who were
appointed have started work. The
In accordance with the decisions of presence of members of the Task
Twelfth Congress, the activities of Team on the Regional Office for
the Regional Offices are being Africa and the Study on the Techharmonized with those of the Tech- nical Cooperation Department of the
nical Cooperation Department. The WMO Secretariat at Twelfth Conroles and responsibilities of the gress provided an opportunity for the
Regional Offices will therefore be team to meet and begin its study.
Support was provided to the
adapted to include certain aspects of
technical assistance. Suitably thirteenth session of the Tropical
located subregional offices are Cyclone Committee for the Southexpected to be established. Such West Indian Ocean, held in Arusha,
offices will focus on activities related Tanzania, in September 1995.
The data and information base of
to the identification of requirements,
formulation of project proposals, the Office has been upgraded by the
evaluation and follow-up of projects development of country profiles for
several countries in the Region.
and the mobilization of resources.
The Office was involved in a
The Regional Office for Africa
number of events, such as the meetDuring 1995, continued support was ings of Directors of Meteorological
provided to Mr K. Konan~, president Services ofIGADD and SADC counof Regional Association I and to tries, which took place during the
Members in the implementation of year. It was also closely associated
WMO programmes, through visits, with the implementation of regional
advice and follow-up action. The projects, such as ACMAD, the
president visited Burkina Faso, Cote Drought Monitoring Centres,
d'Ivoire, Gambia, Senegal and Togo AGRHYMET and others.
Preliminary arrangements were
in April 1995.
The decisions and recommenda- made for the fifth Technical Confertions ofthe eleventh session ofRA I, ence on Management for Developheld in November 1994, were closely ment of Meteorological Services in
followed up. The six working groups Mrica, which will be held in Morocco
established by the Association and in November 1996.
Participants in the Technical Conference on the Management of Meteorological Services in RA V,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, March 1995
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Two issues of the Regional Newsletter were published in 1995.

Reg ional Office for Asia and the
South-West Pacific
The Office continued its efforts to
assist in, and contribute to , the
development of the national
Meteorological and Hydrological
Services (NMHSs) of Members of
RA II and RA V. A highlight of the
year was the Technical Conference
on the Management of Meteorological Services in RA V, held in
Kuala Lumpur, from 7 to 11 March
1995. The conference provided an
excellent opportunity for Directors of
national Services in the Region to
exchange views on, and share experiences in, the management of their
Services. The conference was conducted under five specific topics ,
each comprising lectures, case studies and discussions.
Close liaison with NMHSs in
Regions II and V continued, particularly as regards support to regional
events organized by Members, such
as the first session of the Coordinating Committee on Hydrometeorological and Environmental
Monitoring of the Caspian Sea,
which was held in the Islamic
Republic of Iran. The Office also
maintained close working relationships with regional and subregional
organizations , such as ESCAP,
ASEAN and SPREP, through participation in meetings of those bodies.
Continued support was provided to
the three tropical cyclone bodies in
RAs II and V: the WMO /ESCAP
Panel on Tropical Cyclones; the
ESCAPIWMO Typhoon Committee;
and the RA V Tropical Cyclone
Committee for the South Pacific and
the South-East Indian Ocean.
During the year, several island
countries were informed about the
benefits and responsibilities of
WMO Members. Twelfth Congress

Participants in the
Technical Conference
on Management and
Development of
Meteorological and
Hydrological Services
of RA 11/ and RA IV,
Cartegena de Indias,
Colombia, March
1995

approved the admission of Cook
Islands , Niue, Tonga and Macao to
the Organization. Cook Islands, the
Federated States of Micronesia and
Western Samoa became Members of
WMO following their accession to
the WMO Convention.
The Office continued to provide
effective support to Dr Z. Batjargal,
acting president of RA II , and
Dr S. Karjoto, president of RA V,
in connection with the work and
mis sions they undertook for their
respective Associations.
Two issues of the Regional
Newsletter were published in 1995.

Regional Office for the Americas
The Regional Office for the Americas
continued to carry out its main task
of assisting in the development of
national Meteorological and Hydrolo gical Services. In this respect,
the Office organized a Technical
Conference on Management and
Development of Meteorological and
Hydrological Services of RA III and
RA IV, which was successfully held
in Cartegena de Indias, Colombia,
from 13 to 18 March 1995.
The fourth Meeting of Directors of
Ibero-American Meteorological
Services was also held in Carte gena
de Indias; the Office cooperated
actively in its organization. The
meeting provided an opportunity for
participants to discuss their major
concerns, including the commercial-

ization of meteorological products
and services. These matters were
subsequently addressed by Twelfth
Congress.
The Office provided support to the
presidents of Regions III and IV,
Messrs Wilfrido Castro and Steve
Pollonais, respectively.
Support was also provided to the
regional working groups which are
now beginning to consolidate their
work. The twelfth sessions of
Regional Associations III and IV will
be held in 1997 and prelimina ry
steps have already been taken to
organize these events.
Among the activities in which the
Office collaborated during the year,
two deserve special mention: the
Inter-American Institute for Global
Change Research project, and the
implementation of the WAFS system
in the Regions.
The Office continued to consolidate its role as an information
centre, by distributing public information and other materials, such as
the Spanish versions of the reports of
the IPCC Working Groups. Two
issues of the regional Newsletter,
also part of the Office's information
activity, were published.

The second session of the RA VI
Task Force on Technical Cooperation
took place on 1 and 2 February 1995
in the WMO Secretariat. As a result
of the meeting, a revised version of
the project document entitled
"Rehabilitation of the basic upper-air
network in support of nuclear emergency prevention and response
activities in eastern Europe" was
circulated to participating countries,
with a view to s ubmitting it through
their governments to the European
Union for consideration . In the
meantime, within the framework of
the WMO Voluntary Cooperation
Programme, the Netherlands,
Norway and the UK supported the
provision of radiosondes to a number
of Newly Independent States, some
new Members and countries with
economies in transition as well as a
hydrogen generator to Belarus.
The Secretariat provided support
to Prof. Dr P. Steinhauser, president
of RA VI, in carrying out his duties
which included a visit to Israel.
A major donors' conference was
organized during the year for the
benefit of Meteorological or Hydrometeorological Services in Newly
Independent States and other new
Members of WMO. A report on the
conference is given on p. 44.

Regional Association VI (Europe)
The working groups established and
the rapporteurs appointed by the
eleventh session of RA VI (1994)
have all started their work.
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Regular budget
The maximum expenditure approved
by Eleventh Congress for the
eleventh financial period (19921995) was SFR 236 100 000. It was
based on zero real growth in
programmes. The budget adopted by
EC-XLIII for the first biennium
(1992-1993) was SFR 112 010 000.
The budget which EC-XLV adopted
for the second biennium (1994-1995)
was SFR 122 400 000. It took
account of lower actual inflation
during the first 17 months of the

first biennium and also lower
projected inflation for the seco nd
biennium. EC-XLV also approve d
the reappropriation of any unspent
balances remaining from the budget
of t he first biennium to the corresponding parts and sections of the
second biennium for the continued
implementation of the programmes.
This amounted to SFR 3 426 914 in
reappropriations to the 1994- 1995
biennium. Actual expenditme for the
two bienniums ofthe eleventh financial period is shown in the table
below.

ACTUAL EXPENDITURE FOR THE FIRST BIENNIUM (19921993) AND THE SECOND BIENNIUM (1994-1995) (IN SFR '000)
Parts

Programmes

Actual
expenditure '

1992-1993

1994-1995

1.

Policy-making organs

2470.3

4515.0

2.

Executive management

5284.2

6210.0

3.

Scientific and technical programmes:

3.0

Overall coordination of the scientific and
technical programmes

1743.3

1813.2

3.1

World Weather Watch Programme

11320.5

12618.6

3.2

World Climate Programme

10282.9

10 713.1

3.3

Atmospheric Research and Environment
Programme

5674.1

6346.9

3.4

Applications of Meteorology Programme

5675.0

6099.9

3.5

Hydrology and Water Resources Programme

4648.3

5047.9

3.6

Education and Training Programme

6 188.1

6724.4

3.7

Regional Programme

6152.1

6226.3

51684.3

55590.3

Total Part 3: Scientific and technical programmes
4.

Technical Cooperation Programme

5771.0

7722.2

5.

Programme support services and
publications

22892.2

23588.2

6.

Administration

18266.3

20449.7

7.

Other budgetary provisions

2214.8

3 119.5

108583.1

121194.9

Total
* Certification of the accounts by the External Auditors is awaited.
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Actual
expenditure

Contributions
Assessed contributions for the year
1995 totalled SFR 61 221 026 ,
including SFR 21 026 assessed on
four new Members. Unpaid contributions in respect of the assessments
amounted to SFR 21 174 747 at
31 December 1995. Total unpaid
contributions due from Members at
31 Dece mber 1995 amounted to
SFR 28 391 613 as compared with
SFR 19 123 662 at 31 December
1994 and SFR 17 634 766 at
31 December 1993. On 1 January
1996, 43 Members had forfeited their
rights in accordance with decisions of
Congress as compared with 47 at
1 January 1995.

Extra-budgetary expenditure
In addition to the extra-budgetary
activities in respect of technical
cooperation projects, WMO administered several trust-fund and
special accounts financed by various
Members and international organizations, notably for UNDP and
UNEP projects and for GCOS, JCRF,
CAEA, IPCC, TOGA, IGMlWCP.

DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF BY NATIONALITY AND REGION (on 31 December 1995)

u
RA I - Africa
Algeria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Kenya
Liberia
Mauritius
Morocco
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sudan
Tunisia
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Zambia

P

1
2
2

U

Total

1
2
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
2

2
3
2
1
2
1
2
10

30

2
1

2

1

2

2
3
1
3
2
1
1
1

3

1
2

6

RA 11/ - South America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Guyana
Paraguay
Uruguay

S

RA IV - North and
Central America
Canada
Costa Rica
Mexico
St Lucia
United States of America

19

RA II-Asia
Bangladesh
Cambodia
China
India
Iran, Islamic Republic of
Japan
Pakistan
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Sri Lanka

G

9

2

1
2

3
1
1
1
2

4

10

G

S

Total

5
1
2
1
5

2

5

6
1
2
1
12

14

3

5

22

3
1
5

3
1
3
2
7

9

16

2

2
5
1
52
4
2
5
6
1

3
1

6

RA VI - Europe
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Jordan
Lebanon
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

5
10
3

39

1
2

4
4

1

1
12
1
2
5

29

3

1
19
7
2
37

8

14

3

25

2

51

107

14

174

General Fund
UNDP Fund (administration
and execution)
Supernumerary staff

3

90

116

12

26

Total

3

1

1
2

6

17

RA V- South-West Pacific
Australia
Brunei Darussalam
Indonesia
New Zealand
Philippines

P

5
6

Summary by funding sources
U: Unclassified posts at the Secretariat (Secretary-General, Deputy
Secretary-General, Assistant Secretary-General)
P: Professional category staff and above (established posts)
G: General Service category staff (established posts)
S: Supernumerary staff (P and G categories)

102

142

209

22

38
22

22

269
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World Weather Watch Department
(Director: R. C. Landis)
World Climate Programme Department
(Director: V. Boldirev)
Joint Planning Staff for WCRP '
(Director: H. Grassl)
Joint Planning Office for GCOS"
(Director: T. W. Spence)

Deputy
Secretary-General
(M. J. P. Jarraud)

Atmospheric Research and Environment
Programme Department
(Director: F. Delsol)
Hydrology and Water Resources
Department (Director: D. Kraemer)

Resource Management Department
(Director: M. Husain)
Regional Offices:
Africa (Director: W. Degefu);
the Americas (Director: G. Lizano);
Asia and the South-West Pacific
(Director: E. H. AI-Majed)

Secretary-General

Regional programme coordination,
UN and external relations, public
information (Director: S. Chacowry)

(G. O. P. Obasi)
Special duties:
Intergovernrnental Negotiating
Committee for a Framework Convention
on Climate Change'"
(Acting Director: J. L. Breslin)
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (Secretary: N. Sundararaman)

Assistant
Secretary-General

(A. S . Zaits8v)

Technical Cooperation Department
(Director: R. A. de Guzman)
Support Services Department
(Director: J. K. Murithi)
Education and Training Department
(Director: G. Necco)
Languages, Publications and
Conferences Department
(Director: F. R. Hayes)
Long-term planning
Formulation of programme and budget

World Climate Research Programme - Coordination in
accordance with the WMO/ICSU/IOC agreement
Global Climate Observing System - Coordination in
accordance with the WMO/ ICSU/IOC/ UNEP agreement
Permanent Secretariat of the UNFCCC as from 1 January 1996
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WMO Bulletin
Coordination of arrangements
for Congress and EC

ANNEX I

MEMBERS OF THE
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (31.12.1995)

I. Members (States) under the terms of Article 3, paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the Convention (176)
Afghanistan, Islamic State of
Albania
Algeria'
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda'
Argentina'
Armenia
Australia'
Austria'
Azerbaijan
Bahamas'
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados'
Belarus'
Belgium'
Belize
Benin
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina'
Botswana
Brazil'
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria'
Burkina Faso'
Burundi
Cambodia'
Cameroon'
Canada
Cape Verde
Central African Republic'
Chad
Chile
China*
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Cote d'ivoire'
Croatia'
Cuba'
Cyprus'
Czech Republic'
Democratic People's
Republic of Korea

Denmark'
Djibouti
Dominica'
Dominican Republic
Ecuador'
Egypt'
EI Salvador
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland'
France
Gabon'
Gambia'
Georgia
Germany'
Ghana'
Greece'
Guatemala'
Guinea'
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana'
Haiti'
Honduras
Hungary'
Iceland
India'
Indonesia'
Iran, Islamic Republic of'
Iraq'
Ireland'
Israel
Italy'
Jamaica'
Japan'
Jordan'
Kazakstan
Kenya'
Kuwait'
Kyrgyz Republic
Lao People's Democratic
Republic'
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho'

Liberia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya'
Lithuania
Luxembourg'
Madagascar'
Malawi'
Malaysia'
Maldives
Mali'
Malta'
Mauritania
Mauritius*
Mexico
Micronesia, Federated States of
Mongolia'
Morocco'
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands'
New Zealand'
Nicaragua'
Niger'
Nigeria'
Norway'
Oman
Pakistan'
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines'
Poland'
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Korea'
Republic of Moldova
Republic of Yemen
Romania+
Russian Federation'
Rwanda'
Saint Lucia'
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal'

Seychelles'
Sierra Leone'
Singapore'
Slovakia'
Slovenia'
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain'
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden'
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Thailand'
The former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago'
Tunisia'
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Uganda'
Ukraine'
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland'
United Republic of Tanzania'
United States of America
Uruguay'
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
Western Samoa
Yugoslavia'
Zaire'
Zambia'
Zimbabwe'

II. Members (Territories) under the terms of Article 3, paragraphs (d) and (e) of the Convention (5)
British Caribbean Territories, French Polynesia, Hong Kong, Netherlands Antilles and Aruba, New Caledonia

Member States that have acceded to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND OFFICERS

ANNEX II

OF REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND TECHNICAL COMMISSIONS (31.12.1995)

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President:
J. W. Zillman (Australia)
First Vice-President:
C. E. Berridge (British Caribbean Territories)
Second Vice-President:
N. Sen Roy (India)
Third Vice-President:
M. Bautista (Spain)
Presidents of Regional Associations
RA I (Africa):

RA III (South America):

K. Konare (Mali)

W. Castro Wrede (Paraguay)

RA II (Asia):

RA IV (North and Central America):

Z. Batjargal (Mongolia) (acting)

S. Pollonais (Trinidad and Tobago) (acting)

RA V (South -West Pacific):
S. Karjoto (Indonesia)
RA VI (Europe):

P. Steinhauser (Austria)

Elected members
A A Algain (Saudi Arabia)
Z. Alperson (Israel)
A Athayde (Brazil)
A Bedritsky (Russian Federation)
J. -P. Beysson (France)
Cheang Boon Khean (Malaysia)
A B. Diop (Senegal)
E. W. Friday (USA)
J. Hunt (United Kingdom)

C. A Igeleke (Nigeria)
P. Leyva-Franco (Colombia)
G. McBean (Canada)
M. S. Mhita (United Republic of Tanzania)
E. A Mukolwe (Kenya)
L. Ndorimana (Burundi)
K. Ninomiya (Japan)
A-M. Noorian (Islamic Republic of Iran)
I. Obrusnik (Czech Republic)

G. E. Ortega Gil (Mexico)
G. K. Ramothwa (Ms) (Botswana)
N. A Salem (Egypt)
G. C. Schulze (South Africa)
R. A Sonzini (Argentina)
J. Zielinski (Poland)
Zou Jingmeng (China)
(one seat vacant)

REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Regional Association I (Africa)
President:

K. Konare (Mali)

Vice-president: G. K. Ramothwa (Ms) (Botswana)
Regional Association II (Asia)
President:

Regional Association III (South America)
President:

W. Castro Wrede (Paraguay)

Vice-president: R. A Sonzini (Argentina)
Regional Association IV

Regional Association V (South-West Pacific)
President:

S. Karjoto (Indonesia)

Vice-president: J. R. Lumsden (New Zealand)
Regional Association VI (Europe)

P. Steinhauser (Austria)

Z. Batjargal (Mongolia)

(North and Central America)

President:

(acting)

President:

Vice-president: J. M. Simoes Cristina (Portugal)

Vice-president: S. AI-Harmi (Oman)

S. Pollonais (Trinidad and Tobago)
(acting)

Vice-president: H. Hidalgo Ramirez (Costa Rica)

TECHNICAL COMMISSIONS
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM)
President:

C. H. Sprinkle (USA)

Vice-president: N. D. Gordon (New Zealand)
Commission for Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM)
President:

C. J. Stigter (Netherlands)

Vice-president: M. J. Salinger (New Zealand)
Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS)
President:

D. J. Gauntlet! (Australia)

Vice-president: A Eliassen (Norway)
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Commission for Basic Systems (CBS)
President:

A A Vasiliev (Russian Federation)

Vice-president: S. Mildner (Germany)
Commission for Climatology (CCI)
President:

Observation (CIMO)
President:

J. Kruus (Canada)

Vice-president: A van Gysegem (Belgium)

W. J. Maunder (New Zealand)

Vice-president: Y. Boodhoo (Mauritius)
Commission for Hydrology (CHy)
President:

Commission for Instruments and Methods of

K. Hofius (Germany)

Vice-president: G. Arduino (Uruguay)

Commission for Marine Meteorology (CMM)
President:

R. J. Shearman (United Kingdom)

Vice-president: Lim Joo Tick (Malaysia)

STRUCTURE OF THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION

CONGRESS
The supreme body, on wh ich all Members
are represented; meets every four years

TECHN ICAL COMM ISSIONS

REG IONAL ASSOC IATIONS

Commission for Basic
Systems (CBS)

Regional Association I
(Africa)
Regional Association II
(Asia)

Commission for Instruments
and Methods of Observation
(CIMO)

Regional Association III
(South America)

Commission for Hydrology
(CHy)

Regional Association IV
(North and Central
America)

Commission for Atmospheric
Sciences (CAS)

Regional Association V
(South-West
Pacific)
Regional Association VI
(Europe)

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Consists of 36 members,
including the President,
three Vice-Presidents and
the six presidents of the
regional associations,
who are ex officio
members; meets annually

Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorology (CAeM)
Commission for Agricultural
Meteorology (CAgM)
Commission for Marine
Meteorology (CMM)
Commission for
Climatology (CCI)

Working groups and
rapporteurs of regional
associ3tions
Regional hydrological
advisers

AdviSOry working groups,
working groups and
rapporteurs of technical
commissions

Working groups,
committees and panels
of experts of the
Executive Council

Other bodies which are
affiliated with WMO,
e.g. JSC for
WCRP, Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change,
JSTC for GCOS

SECRETARY-GENERAL
SECRETARIAT
The Secretariat, headed by the
Secretary-General, provides support to the
above constituent bodies and groups
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Analysis of assistance under UNDP and TF (1991-1995)

Table I

Total number of
countries which
received UNDP
and/or TF assistance

Number of UNDP and
TF expert missions'

Value in US $ (thousands)
of assistance provided

Number of UNDP and
TF fellowships awarded

Year

UNDP

TF

UNDP

TF

UNDP

TF

UNDP

TF

Total

1991

111

36

153

52

145

56

15583

7862

23445

1992

99

36

127

59

74

79

11984

5828

17812

1993

60

32

148

74

69

23

7320

10064

17384

1994

50

38

48

49

34

38

2700

7800

10500

1995

70

31

16

54

18

9

1570

6881

8451

, including three UN Volunteers, three associate experts and five national experts in 1995

Table"

Distribution of expert missions in 1995 by field of activity

Programme / Number of expert missions
Field of activity
UNDP

Agrometeorology
Automatic data processing

VCP

TF

RB

Total

10

10

5

6

Hydrometeorology/hydrology

2

15

17

Instruments/electronics

5

12

17

Meteorology

8

11

19

16

54

70

Training

Total
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Nationality of WMO experts who served in 1995

Table III

Nationality

Associate National Volunteer Other

Total

Nationality

Associate National Volunteer Other

Total

Argentina

3

3

Malaysia

3

3

Brazil

2

2

Mali

4

4

Burkina Faso

Senegal

2

2

Burundi

Togo

8

8

Canada

3

3

Chile
Colombia

Uganda
2

2

4

4

Costa Rica
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany

Tunisia

2
2

2

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
United Republic of
Tanzania
United States
of America

Guinea

Venezuela

Hungary

Zaire

Israel

Zambia

Italy
Kenya
Madagascar

Table IV

11

12

2

2

4

5

2

Zimbabwe

2
2

Total
(from 31 countries)

3

5

62

3

73

Distribution of fellowships in 1995 by field of study

Programme / Number of fellows
Field of study
UNDP

VCP

TF

---

Agrometeorology

7

6

RB

Total

---

14

Automatic data processing

6

33

7

9

Climatology

2

12

7

21

Computer science/techniques

5

9

2

16

Hydrometeorology/hydrology

3

23

44

81

18

14

32

3

5

3

11

11

72

105

203

Other

7

8

5

20

Total

39

154

193

426

Instruments/electronics
Meteorological telecommunications
Meteorology

11

15

40

55

Nationality of WMO fellows under
training in 1995

Table V

Programme / Number of fellows
Nationality
UNDP

VCP

TF

RB

Programme / Number of fellows

Total

Region I
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African
Republic
Chad
Comoros
Congo
Cote d'ivoire
Djibouti
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Kenya

Seychelles
Sierra Leone
South Africa
Sudan
Swaziland
Togo
Uganda
United Republic
of Tanzania

56

UNDP

VCP

TF

RB

Total

4

5

3

9

Region I (contd.)
5

7

2

2
2
2
2
2

5

7

1

2

2

5

1

3

3
4

9

1
2
2

3
3

2

2

3

4

2

4

6

2

2

4
2

2

1

4

3

4

4
1

1

6
3

6

6

12

3

3

2

2

4

4

5

10

3

3

5
3
3

5

5
5

4

8

3

8
4

2

1

2

5

1

2

2

8

2

4

2

12

16

4

4

4

10

5

9

1

5
4

5

3

2

Total (Reg ion I)

17

69

29

105

220

Region II
China
India
Iran, Islamic
Republic of
Iraq
Maldives
Mongolia
Myanmar
Pakistan
Republic of Yemen
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Turkmenistan
United Arab Emirates
Uzbekistan
Viet Nam
Total (Region II)

2

2

8

9

2

2
2
1

2
2

5

3
6
1

3

3
4

4

2

3

3

4

7

7

2

15

2

27

4

4

3

3

13

55

3
1

3

Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe

3

2

Lesotho
Liberia
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal

Nationality

Region III
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

1
4

5

3
2

Colombia
Ecuador
Guyana
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela

11

Total (Region III)

27

2

9

3
2
1

12

3

4

2

2

4

6

4

5
3

21

48

2

Table V (contd.)

Table VI

Host countries which trained
WMO fellows in 1995

Programme / Number of fellows
Nationality

UNDP

VCP

TF

RB

Programme / Number of fellows

Total

Region IV
Antigua and Barbuda
Bahamas
Barbados
Canada
Costa Rica

2
1
5

Cuba
EI Salvador
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua

3

Panama
Trinidad and Tobago

2

3
4
4
2

1

Total (Region IV)

16

3

3

3
1
1
9
5
4
2
1
9
1
3

11

13

40

Host country

UNDP

VCP

TF

1

Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Singapore
Solomon Islands

2

5

2
7
1

12

Argentina

2

4

6

2

3

2

4

Australia
Austria
Barbados

2

Belgium

12

Brazil

2

Canada

1

China

3

4

Egypt

5
10

2

3
2

France

5
3

Costa Rica
Cote d'ivoire

13
3

12
3

7

41

50

3

6

9

6

7

4

19

Ireland

3

3

Israel

12

12

2

2

29

37

2

2

9

37

8

8

Hungary
2

13

1

Italy
Jamaica
Kenya

Vanuatu

4

3

Malawi
Total (Region V)

4

8

12

Morocco
Niger

11

4

13

Nigeria

Region VI

Philippines

GRAND TOTAL
(from 101 countries)

13

1

Iran, Islamic
Republic of

Region V

Total (Region VI)

Total

Algeria

India

Estonia
Hungary
Ireland
Jordan
Latvia
Lithuania
Palestine
Poland
Slovakia
Spain
The former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia
Ukraine

RB

4

Portugal
7
1
2

7
1
2
3

Russian Federation

2
2

2
7

7

39

154

40

27
2
3

2

37

51

193

426

9
7

28

29

Senegal

2

South Africa

1

Spain
27

5
7

14

26

Switzerland

3

9

3

3

Tunisia

2

2

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2

23

5

31

United States of
America

6

30

18

55

Ukraine

2

2

Zimbabwe

2

2

Total
(37 host countries)

39

154

40

193

426
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SECRETARIAT TO BEGIN ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
Twelfth Congress agreed that WMO should, within the available resources, begin the phased introduction of electronic publishing and distribution. Trials will begin in 1996. Initially, WMO will use document-sharing software (called Portable Document Files) for distribution on-line or
on diskette. Printed publications will still be available for users who need them.

WMONo.

Mandatory publications
Basic documents
15

Basic Documents (1991 edition): English (reprint)
(1995 edition): English-French-Russian- Spanish
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Technical Regulations
Volume I - General meteorological standards and recommended practices (1988 edition)
Supplement No.1 : English (reprint)
Volume II - Meteorological service for international air
navigation (1992 edition):
Supplement NO.3: English

306

558

Manual on Marine Meteorological Services, Volumes I
and II (1990 edition)
Supplement I: English- Spanish

Operational publications
2

Meteorological Services of the world (bilingual
English/French): 1994 and 1995 supplements

5

Composition of the WMO (bilingual English/French)
Editions: October 1994 and January, April and July 1995

9

Weather reporting (bilingual English/French)
Volume A - Observing stations
Editions: November 1994 and May 1995
Volume B - Data processing
Edition: 1993
Volume C - Transmissions
Editions: November 1994 and May 1995; supplements:
January, March, July and September 1995
Volume D - Information for shipping
Supplements: February, April, June, August and October 1995

47

International list of selected, supplementary and auxiliary
ships (bilingual English/French): October 1994 edition

386

Manual on the Global Telecommunication System
Volume 1- Global aspects (1991-92 edition):
Amendment No.2: Russian

407

International Cloud Atlas, Volume I (1975 edition):
English (reprint)-French (reprint)

756

Manual on the Global Data-processing System
Volume 1- Global aspects (1991 edition):
Supplement NO. 3: English-Russian-Spanish

Eleventh World Meteorological Congress - Abridged
report with resolutions (1991) : English (reprint)

810

Executive Council, forty-sixth session - Abridged final
report with resolutions (1994): Arabic

811

Regional Association V (South-West Pacific), eleventh
session - Abridged final report with resolutions (1994) :
English-French

485

544

58

Manual on Codes
Volume I - International codes (1988 edition):
Part A: English (reprint)
Supplement No. 68: Russian-Spanish
Supplement NO.7 A: Russian
Supplement No. 78: Russian-Spanish
Volume 1.1 - International codes, Part A
(1995 edition): English
Volume 1.2 -International codes, Parts Band C
(1995 edition): English
Volume II - Regional codes and national coding
practices (1987 edition):
Supplement NO.6: Spanish

WMONo.
544 Volume I - Global aspects (1981 edition) (contd.):
Supplement NO.9: Spanish
Supplement No. 10: English-French- Russian
Volume 11- Regional aspects (1995 revision): English

Manual on the Global Observing System
Volume 1- Global aspects (1981 edition):
Supplement NO.8: Spanish

Official records

WMONo.
812 Regional Association VI (Europe), eleventh session Abridged final report with resolutions and recommendations (1994): English-French-Russian
815

Commission for Basic Systems, extraordinary session Abridged final report with resolutions and recommendations (1994): English-French-Russian-Spanish

818

Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology, tenth session Abridged final report with resolutions and recommendations (1994): English-French-Russian-Spanish

820

Regional Association I (Africa), eleventh session Abridged final report with resolutions and recommendations (1994): Arabic-English-French

825

Commission for Agricultural Meteorology, eleventh
session - Abridged final report with resolutions and
recommendations (1995): English-French-Russian- Spanish

827

Twelfth World Meteorological Congress - Abridged final
report with resolutions (1995): English-French-Spanish

829

Executive Council, forty-seventh session - Abridged final
report with resolutions (1995):
English-French- Russian-Spanish

WMONo.
823 World Weather Watch - Seventeenth status report on
implementation: English-French-Russian-Spanish
Operational Hydrology Reports
803

Land-surface processes in large-scale hydrology
(OHR No. 40): English

804

Applications of remote sensing by satellite, radar and
other methods to hydrology (OHR No. 39): English

806

An overview of selected techniques for analysing surface
water data networks (OHR No. 41): English

Training publications
434

Compendium of lecture notes in marine meteorology
for Class III and Class IV personnel: Arabic

Other programme-supporting publications
Catalogues
Supplement to the 1994 catalogue of publications of the
World Meteorological Organization: English

Guides

Lectures presented at Congress and sessions of
the Executive Council

134

Guide to agricultural meteorological practices (1981 edition):
Supplement NO.3: Spanish (reprint)

488

Guide on the Global Observing System (1989 edition):
Supplement NO. 2: English-Russian-Spanish

781

Guide to the applications of marine climatology
(1994 edition): French

799

Guide on World Weather Watch data management
(1992 edition): Spanish

A decade against natural disasters:
English (reprint)- French (reprint)

801

Water - A precious resource: English (reprint)-French (reprint)

814

WMO and the protection of climate: English-French

816

On the front line - public weather services:
English-French-Russian-Spanish

817

Beyond the Earth Summit - WMO and the follow-up to
UNCED: English-French- Russian-Spanish

821

A response to the weather and climate challenge - The
World Weather Watch : English

826

WMO statement on the status of the global climate in
1994: English

788

Annual reports of WMO
800

Annual report 1993: French-Russian-Spanish

824

Annual report 1994: English-French-Russian-Spanish

822

Booklets

WMO Bulletin
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

43, NO.3:
43, NO.4:
44 , No.1 :
44, No.2:
44, NO.3:
44, NO. 4:

Russian-Spanish
French-Russian-Spanish
English-French-Russian-Spanish
English-French-Russian-Spanish
English-French-Spanish
English-French

Joint inter-agency publications

Programme-supporting publications regular series
411

Lectures presented at the forty-sixth session of the
WMO Executive Council: English or Russian

WMO/UNEP publications

World Weather Watch Reports

819

World Weather Watch, Global Observing System Satellite SUb-system: Information on meteorological and
other environmental satellites (third edition): English (reprint)

The global climate system review - climate system
monitoring, June 1991-November 1993: English

828

The changing ozone layer:
Chinese-English-French-Russian-Spanish

59

ACC
ACCAD
ACMAD
ACSYS
AGRHYMET
ASDAR
ASEAN
CAEA
CAeM
CAgM
CAL
CAS

CBS
CCI
CHy
CIMO
CLiCOM
CLiMAT
CLIPS
CLiVAR
COMPARE
CSD
DBCP
DCP
DECADES
ECA
ECE
ECMWF
ECOWAS
EMEP
ENSO
ESCAP
EUMETSAT
EUTELSAT
FAO
FCCC
FINNIDA
GAW
GCM
GCOS
GDPS
GEF
GESAMP
GEWEX
GLONET
GMS
GOES
GOMS
GOCS
GOS
GTOS
GTS
HOMS
HYCOS
IAEA
IAHS
ICAO
ICSU
IDNDR
IGAC
IGADD
IGBP
IGOSS
IGMiWCP
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Administrative Committee on Coordination (UN)
Advisory Committee on Climate Applications and Data
African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development
Arctic Climate System Study
Regional Training Centre for Agrometeorology and Operational Hydrology
and their Applications
Aircraft-to-satellite data relay
Association of South-East Asian Nations
Climate and Atmospheric Environment Activities (Trust Fund)
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
Commission for Agricultural Meteorology
Computer-assisted learning
Commission for Atmospheric Sciences
Commission for Basic Systems
Commission for Climatology
Commission for Hydrology
Commission for Instruments and Methods of ObseNation
Climate computing
Report of monthly values from a land station
Climate Information and Prediction Services
Climate variability and predictabiEty study
Comparison of Mesoscale Prediction and Research Experiment
Commission on Sustainable Development (UN)
Data Buoy Cocperation Panel
Data-collection platform
Inter-agency joint project on databases and methodologies for comparatwe
assessment of different energy sources for electricity generation
Economic Commission for Africa (UN)
Economic Commission for Europe (UN)
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
Economic Community of West African States
Cocperatwe Programme for the Monitoring and Evaluation of the Longrange Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (ECElWMOIUNEP)
EI Nino/Southern Oscillation
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN)
European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
European Telecommunication Satellites Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
Finnish International Development Agency
Global Atmosphere Watch
General circulation model (of the atmosphere)
Global Climate ObseNing System
Global Data-processing System
Global Environrnent Facility
Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environment
Protection (IMO/FAOIUNESCO-IOCIWMOIWHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP)
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
Global Tropospheric Ozone Network
Geostationary meteorological satellite
Geostationary operatkmal environmental satellite
Geostationary operatkmal meteorological satellite
Global Ocean Observing System
Global Observing System
Global Terrestrial Observing System
Global Telecommunication System
Hydrological Operational Multipurpose System
Hydrological Cycle Observing System (component of WHYCOS)
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Association of Hydrological Sciences (IUGG)
International CMI Aviation Organization
International CounCil of Scientific Unions
International Decade lor Natural Disaster Reduction
International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Programme (ICSU)
Intergovernrnental Authority on Drought and Development
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (ICSU)
Integrated Global Ocean Services System
Intergovernmental Meeting on the World Climate Programme

IMO
IMO
INCO
INFOCLIMA
INTELSAT
10C
lOS
IPCC
ITU
IUGG
JCRF
JSC

LAM
MED-POL
METEOSAT
MTN
NCAR
NESDIS
NIS
NMC
NMHSs
NMSs
NOAA
NWP
ONM
OCSDP
RA
RB
RMTC
RMTN
RSMC
SADC
SATCC
SEACAMP
SPARC
SPREP
STEND
TF
TIROS

TOGA
TOPEX-POSEIDON
UN
UNCED
UNDP
UNEP
UNESCO
UNIDO
UNIX
UNSO
VCP
VCP(ES)
VCP(F)
VSAT
WAFC
WAFS
WCC
WCP
WCRP
WHO
WHYCOS
WMC
WMO
WMP
WOCE

WWW
XBT

International Maritirne Organization
International Meteorological Organization (predecessor of WMO)
Intergovernrnental Negotiating Committee for the Elaboration of an
International Convention to Combat Desertification
World Climate Data Information Referral Service
International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (UNESCO)
Initial Operational System (GCOS)
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [WMO/UNEP)
International Telecommunication Union
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (ICSU)
Joint Climate Research Fund IWCRP)
Joint Scientific Committee [WCRP)
Umited-area model
Long-term Programme for Po:lution Monitoring and Research in the
Mediterranean Sea (UNEP)
EUMETSAT series of meteoro!ogical geostationary satellites
Main Telecommunication Network
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Environmental Satellite Data Information SeNice (USA)
Newly Independent States
National Meteorological Centre
National Meteorological and Hydrological SeNices
National Meteorological or Hydrometeorological Services
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (USA)
Numerical weather prediction
Office National de la Meteorologie. Algeria
Ocean Observing System Development Panel
Regional association
Regular budget
Regional Meteorological Training Centre
Regional Meteorological Telecommunication Network
Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre
Southern African Development Community
Southern African Transport and Communications Commission
South-East Asian Centre for Atmospheric and Marine Prediction
StratospheriC Processes and their Role in Climate
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
System for Technology Exchange for Natural Disasters
Trust fund
Television infra-red obseNation satellite
Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere Programme
Ocean Surtace Topography Experiment
United Nations
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Brazil. 1992)
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
Computer Operating System
United Nations Salhelian Office
Voluntary Cocperation Programme
Voluntary Cocperation Programme (Equipment and Services)
Voluntary Cocperation Programme (Fund)
Very small aperture terminal
World Area Forecast Centre
World Area Forecast System
World Council of Churches
World Climate Programme
World Climate Research Programme
World Heallh Organization
World Hydrological Cycle Observing System
World Meteorological Centre
World Meteorological Organization
Weather Modification Research Programme
World Ocean Circulation Experiment
World Weather Watch
Expendable bathythermograph

The major scientific and technical programmes of WMO

WMO carries out its work through seven major scientific and technical programmes which have strong components
in each Region.
The World Weather Watch Programme is the backbone of the overall programme ofWMO. It combines dataprocessing centres, observing systems and telecommunication facilities - operated by Members - to make available
meteorological and related geophysical information that is needed in order to provide efficient meteorological and
hydrological services within the countries. It also includes a Tropical Cyclone Programme, in which more than 60
countries are involved, WMO satellite activities which help to ensure the provision of satellite data and products to
meet Members' needs and an Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme to promote standardization and
development of meteorological and related observations.
The World Climate Programme promotes the improvement of the understanding of climate processes through
internationally coordinated research and the monitoring of climate variations or changes. It also promotes the
application of climate information and services to assist in economic and social planning and development. The
research component of the Programme is the joint responsibility ofWMO, the International Council of Scientific
Unions and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (lOC) of UNESCO. The Climate Impact Assessment
and Response Strategies component is coordinated by the United Nations Environment Programme.
The Atmospheric Research and Environment Programme promotes atmospheric research, in particular
through the Global Atmosphere Watch, which integrates monitoring and research activities carried out under the
Global Ozone Observing System and the Background Air Pollution Monitoring Network and serves as a system to
detect changes in the composition of the atmosphere. The programme also includes weather-prediction research; a
Tropical Meteorology Research Programme relating to studies of monsoons, tropical cyclones, rain-producing tropical
weather systems and droughts; and a programme on physics and chemistry of clouds and weather modification.
The Applications of Meteorology Programme comprises four vital areas of application of meteorological services
and information: public weather services, agricultural meteorology, aeronautical meteorology and marine meteorology,
and promotes the development of infrastructures and services which are required in those areas for the benefit of
Member countries.
The Hydrology and Water Resources Programme is concerned with the assessment of the quantity and quality
of water resources in order to meet the needs of society, to permit mitigation of water-related hazards, and to maintain or enhance the condition ofthe global environment. It includes standardization of all aspects of hydrological
observations and the organized transfer of hydrological techniques and methods. The Programme is closely coordinated with UNESCO's International Hydrological Programme.
The Education and Training Programme holds the key to future development by promoting all efforts in
Member countries to ensure that the necessary body of trained meteorologists, hydrologists, engineers and technicians is available. It is closely interrelated with all other major scientific and technical Programmes.
The Technical Cooperation Programme comprises the mainstream of organized transfer of meteorological and
hydrological knowledge and proven methodology among the Members of the Organization. Particular emphasis is
laid upon the development of a wide range of services (related to weather prediction, climatology and hydrology);
on the development and operation of key World Weather Watch infrastructures; and on supporting the Education
and Training Programme of WMO. The Programme is funded mainly by UNDP, by WMO's own Voluntary
Cooperation Programme, trust funds and the WMO regular budget.

